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see Medical School and was
graduated from the New York
chool of Dentistry.
managed last December, by a Memorial Trophy, awarded an-More than 300 persons — in- I4-3 majority, to boost the Fed- 
• •i'nually to Canada's outstanding • i •
eluding many financial and civ- &al Reserve's pace-setting di!- athlete. woman Sacrificedil rights leaders—attended the count rate from 4 to 4.5 per
ceremony in the East Room of cent. He is 34 and a native of Wash- H
Opposing them are those who,
Mr. Johnson pointed out that feel that the inflation threat till
the Federal Reserve Board has not as serious as the Martin IN
a key role in maintaining the group makes it out to be. They,
nation's prosperity. The board fear that applying the monetary ,,,,
regulates the nation's supply of brakes could put an end to the UT
money and bank ctedit. current five-year expansion.
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Lofton To Give Owen
Founders' Day Address
Rev. Fred C. Lofton, pastor tion, who will bring greetings.
of the First African Baptist Music be furnished by
church at Columbus, Georgia' young adult choirs of Mt. Zion
will be the guest speaker for the
12th annual Founder's Day pro-
gram to be held on Wednesday
night, March 23, at the Pro-
gressive Baptist church at 394
Vance avenue
and Progressive Baptist church-
es, the Owen college choir,
under the direction of 
-Mrs.
Mildred D. Green, and soloists
Mrs. Chrysta Lee Williams and
Mrs. Claudia Wilson.
A graduate of Morehouse col-
lege in Atlanta, and its School As a gift to the college, a
of Religion, from which he earn- woman's group has set a goal
ed his bachelor of arts and the of $10,000 to be presented during
bachelor of divinity degree, and the program.
the University of Southern
California, where he received
a master's in education, Rev.
Lofton was a member of the
Owen college faculty from 1957
to 1963 and served as dean of
students and college minister.
He returned to Morehouse as
assistant in student personnel,
and in 1964 accepted the pastor-
ate of the First African Baptist
church in Columbus.
The guest speaker will be in-
troduced by Dr. Charles L.
Dinkins, president of the college.
Others on the program will
be Rev. B. L. Hooks, who will
read scripture; Rev. A. Mc-
Ewen Williams, president of the
Tennessee Baptist M E Con-
vention, Mack A. Winston, vice
president of the Friends to Ed-
ucation, and Mrs. Flora A. Cod'.
ranee, president of the Woman's
Miss Brimmer Meets Mr. Johnson
Esther Brimmer, 4, meets the Presi-
dent of the United States. Earlier,.
Mr. Johnson swore in her father,
Andrew Brimmer, as a member of
Brimmer in
As Federal
Reserve Member
the Board of Goyernors of the Fed-
eral Reserve Sys lem !it. a White
'fro-use- ceremony. (UPI Telephoto)
Peace Corps Team
Will, Give, Tests
During Visit Here
A Peace Corps recruiting
team will invade LeMoyne's
campus, March 28-31, according
to Dr. Paul Hayes, coordinator
of the program at the college.
Team members will advise
,students and give on-campusHis Daughter Joins President 1Peace Corps tests.
To See Swearing-In Ceremony Avatus Stone, a member of
the team and director of Small
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —1 There has been widespread College Recruiting, will address
President Johnson said Wednes-,speculation about bow Brimmer a LeMoyne assembly Monday
will vote once he joined dio morning, March 28, at 10:30 inday that he did not expect An- ,
.board which heretofore has ithe lecture hall.drew F. Brimmer, the newest been 'fairly closely divided be-1 Mr. Stone was a 1952 All-
member of the Federal Reserve seeeen so-called 
"tight" ant American defensive back a t
Board, to be "an easy money- "easy" money men. 
,Syracuse University and later
man or a tight money man." The tight money group, in,, Iplayed a total of seven seasons
eluding board chairman Wil- with Chicago and Baltimore in"I expect Dr. Brimmer to be
liam McChesney Martin, Jr., the National Football Leaguea right money man," Mr. John-
generally believe that inflation and with Ottawa and Montrealson said at the swearing-in cere- in the Canadian Football Lea-is threatening the country andmony for the 39-year-old Brim-
want to head it off by slowing gue"mer—the first Negro to serve
down bank lending. This group on the seven member board. P In 1955 he received the Walker
Owen college which has 350
students presently enrolled, is
named for Rev. S. A. Owen, who
was president of the supporting
Tennessee Baptist Missionary
and Educational Convention wi-
ll 1965, began operating as a
two-year institution in January
1954. It received its accredita-
tion in 1958 and was admitted to
membership in the Southern As-
sociation of Colleges and Secon-
Schools in 1961.dary
Owen also has membership in
the American Association of
Junior Colleges, the Council of
Protestant Colleges and Univer-
tities, Association of Colleges
and Secondary Schools and Ten-
nessee College Association.
It offers a program i n
general education with special
emphasis on business, Bible and I
religion, and pre-teacher train- I
Auxiliary to Friends to Educa- ing.
Former Lane Student
Wins A&P Promotion
Douglas L. Malone, a native
Memphian who lives at 1942
Edward ave., has been proinoted
to the position of produce man-
ager at the A & P Supermarket
at 3561 Park ave.
A graduate of Manassas High
school, he began his career with
the Great Atlantic and Pacific
Tea company after receiving his
high school diploma. While in
high school, he won many
awards for his performances in
boxing, football and track.
Mr. Malone attended Lane
College in Jackson, Tenn., but
worked part-time at one of the
stores in that city.
After working as a part-time
employe at the A ISE P Store on
Cleveland, he accepted full-time
work as produce clerk at the
Park ave. supermarket, and
later transferred to the store on
Poplar in White Station where
he worked both grocery and
produce until his recent promo-
tion.
After putting in 17 years with
A & P and following the an-
nouncement of his promotion,
Mr. Malone. said, "A & P is the
world's largest retailer in the-
grocery business, and I feel tllat
it is one of the best hi the
world for which one can be
employed.
"It provides for training and
advancement in many areas of
DOUGLAS MALONE
marketing," he explained. "One
can go far with the compt.y,
providing he has initiative as
well as the ability to meet and
work with people."
Mr. Malone is an ordained
Baptist minister, and belongs
to the Greater Mount Zion Bap-
tist church.
He is married to the former
Miss Azalee Rigby, a librarian
in the Memphis City schools.
They are the parents of two
sons, Douglas Jr., 13, and Eric,
eight.
the White House. ington, D.C. er Rug To Save
Dr. W. H. Young Buried;
Veteran Dentist Was 74
Funeral aervices for Dr. Wil-dental offices in the same build-
ham Henry Young, who practic- ing. Dr. Watson and his
ed dentistry in Memphis for
more than 30 years, and whose
offices were located at 154 Beale
st., were held in Tyler, Texas,
last Saturday.
Dr. Young died in Tyler last
Thursday, March 10, his native
home. He had been in poor
health for the past six years,
and had been a patient recent-
ly at the Mayo Clinic in Roches-
ter, Minn., before returning to
Texas.
The veteran dentist, who died
at the age of 74 attended Butler
and_
-Bishop colleges in Tyler,
ton, Athens, Texas, and Missstudied at the old West Tennes- 
D. A. Young 
and 
miss E. 0.
Young, Tyler, Texas; and one
brother, Noble Young, a phar-
macist in Tyler.
A boyhood friend of Dr. I. A. Burial was in the family plot
atson, Sr., the two Men had in Tyler.
son,
Dr. I. A. Watson, Jr., also a
dentist, were in Tyler on Sat-
urday for the funeral held at
St. Louis Baptist church. Re-
marks were given during the
service by the elder Dr. Watson.
Dr. Young, who lived at 782
E. McLemore and is survived
by his wife, Mrs. Grace Young,
was a member and an elder of
the Parkway Gardens Presby-
terian church.
Other survivors are four sis-
ters, Mrs. Maggie &Alum, Fort
Worth: Mrs. Lula Belle Hamil-
Meharry Will
Be Remembered
Nursing graduates of Me-
harry Medical College have or-
ganized a national committee to
memorialize Meharry's nursing
school, which closed in 1962
after 52 years of service.
The chairtnan of the commit-
tee is Mrs. Hulda Margaret Lyt-
tle Frazier, a member of the
first graduating class of nurses
and dean of the nursing school
for many years. Mrs. Katherine
Dandridge, director of nursing
service at Hubbard hospital, is
chairman of the local commit-
tee.
Plans are now underway to
raise funds from alumni and
other interested donors for a
plaque honoring the Meharry
nurses. The buge plaque, made
of bronze, will contain the
names of all nurses who receiv-
ed their training at Meharry,
and will be installed in the col-
lege's main lobby.
The plaque will be dedicated
See Page 2
Grad uatés Another's Life
Charlie Walton, president of
the Barksdale-Edmonson Civic
Club, gave the first donation to
a victim of a purse-snatching
as the saleswoman was recover-
ing from injurief in Baptist hos-
pital. Now he has given the first
dollar to pay for a rug ruined
when the victim was rescued fol-
lowing the attack.
Mr. Walton said that citizens
have donated almost $25 for
Mrs. Louise Corsey, a white
door-to-door saleswoman who
was slashed on the arm as juve-
niles grabbed her purse as she
was about to get back into her
car, and now something should
be done for the woman who
helped save Mrs. Corsey's life.
He said that after the youths
had slashed Mrs. Crsey's arm,
the victim ran to the home of
Mrs. Emma Lee McChriston of
2423 Silver, where the bleeding
was stopped, saving her life.
" M rs. M c Ch riston a efforts
saved the woman's life and also
prevented the youth from being
charged with murder," Mr. Wal-
ton said, "but at the same time
her living room rug was saturat-
ed with blood and was ruined.
Aaron Landesman had sued
the county commissioners for
$5,009 because he was beaten
by a mob outside an east side
pool hall Aug. 18, 1958.
A. M. Braun, head of the
civil branch in the county pro-
secutor's office, said it was the
first time in his memory a jury
had made an award under the
law, passed in k896 to protect
Ohioans from Ku Klux Klan
mob violence. )
Landesman charged the
attack forced him to remain in
bed for 11 weeks and give up
his full-time job as a waiter.
Prosecutors John L. Dowling
and Adam Angeles said they
w ou Id appeal the municipal
court verdict.
Man Awarded
$1,000 After
Klan Beating
CLEVELAND. Ohio — (UPI)
— A suburban Shaker Heights
man was awarded $1,000 Mon-
day under the state's 70-year-
old anti-Ku Klux Klan "mob
law."
41'
Marlin, fifth grade student at Georgia
Avenue Elementary School was the third
prize winner in the fourth-fifth grade divi-
sion of the recent poster contest sponsor-
ed by the Memphis Dental Society as part
of the Dental Health Week program. He is
Woodstock
MISSISSIPPI
TENNESSEE
ARK AN SA S
15c
the son of Mrs. Thelma Maclin, 586-E Mis-
sissippi blvd. Mrs. Joyce Weddington, his
teacher, is shown presenting him a check
sent him by the Dental Society. Mrs.
Othella S. Shannon, is principal of Georgia
1%enue School.
Victims Of
'Robbery' At Tourney
None of the District 34 repre-
sentatives in the Region Nine
tourney advanced beyond the
erfinals as talented Tread-
well mopped up the opposition
enroute to the championship
last Saturday night in the Mem-
phis State University Field-
house.
The Eagles of Bill "Bear" Mc-
Clain trounced Frayser 71-54
for the title. Overton put on a
last quarter spurt to snatch the
consolation prize from West-
wood, 66-57. Treadwell a n d
Frayser move on to the state
tournament which is slated for
a week long run beginning the
first of this week at Vanderbilt.
The 33-1 record that the
Eagles will be carrying into
tourney play places them a-
mong the favorites. Frayser al-
so advanced to the state meet.
HIGHWAY ROBBERY
Two superior teams and a
brazen robbery pulled off be-
fore a turnaway crowd of nearly
4,000 eliminated Hamilton, Car-
ver and Woodstock. Hamilton,
who pulled off two upsets to
cop the district, was defeated
75-52 by Frayser in the Wild-
e only appearance. Hamilton 
nev r got warmed up as the
!Ram ' press enabled them to
,snare an easy victory. Hamilton
fought hard but was unable to
'match the experience of a
Frayser team which had three
tuzi6rclitivr wi,eks of showdown
meetings with Treadwell. Al
,Henry's 16 points was Hamil-
ton's best offensive output with
Frayser's "Jolly Green Giant"
Larry Mansfield, taking scoring
honors with 25.
Woodstock amazed fans witlr
some uncanny schooting but the
Aggies defense left much to be
desired. The Shelby County
champs had to come from be-
hind to defeat Covington 82-
69 in a game marred by poor
sportsmanship on the part of
the Covington team which was
the only quintet that seemed
bothered because they were
playing against Negroes. Late in
the game Woodstock, an aggre-
gation which is an affront for
the stall if anything at all, had
Ito resort to the freeze in the last
minute out of self defense. Carl
Hardaway and Gary Steverson
kept the strings smoking with
25 and 22 points respectively.
With one game under their
belts it appeared the Aggies
had shaken whatever jitters
being one of the first ebony
;quintets had brought on when
;they took on Westwood in the
quarterfinals. Woodstock missed
several chances to break the
game wide open but still ap-
peared to be a winner with a
11 point lead as late as three
;minutes to play. Westwood be-
gan to take advantage of some
poor ball handling to pull with-
in striking distance in the last
minute. With 14 seconds left to
play, officials E. L. Hutton and
Lowery Kirk seemed to have
suffered from momentary blind-
ness when Gary Steverson con-
trolled a jump ball and was
called for traveling, when just
about everybody thought West-
wood had intentionaly pushed
in hopes that the free throw
attempts would be missed.
The officials didn't see it that
(See Page 2)
Carver Basketball Coach
Dies After Brief Illness
After an illness Lasting only
four weeks, Calvin Haliburton,
of 1882 Edmondson st., coach of
the 1966 City Champion Carver
High school basketball team,
died early Monday morning in
the Williap Bowld hospital at
the age of 38.
Mr. Haliburton's death was
attributed to a kidney ailment.
Carver principal R. B. Thomp-
son said a memorial service
for the coach and physical ed-
ucation teacher would be held
/later in the week at the school.
"He was a good teacher, an
effective coach, and had a
great influence on the students,"
Mr. Thompson said.
A native of Ripley, Tenn.,
where he graduated from the
Lauderdale County Training
school, Mr. Haliburton later at-
tended Tennessee A & I State
university in Nashville a n d
graduated with the class of
1949.
After serving two years in the
U. S. army he later, returned
te Tennessee State for his mas-
ter's degree in physical educa-
tion which he was awarded dur-
ing the summer of 1957.
He was physical education tea-
cher at Porter Junior High
school before Carver was built,
and since serving as its basket-
ball coach, his teams had won
,three city championships, in-
cluding the past two years.
Mr. Haliberton played on his
I
CALVIN HALIBIIRTON
thigh school's basketbgll team in
Ripley at Tennessee State while
an undergraduate and played
both basketball and baseball
while in the service.
At press time, funeral ar-
a member of tbe Holly Grove
Baptist church in Ripley, but
since mcrving to Memphis be
had joined the St. Paul Baptist
church of which Rev. Samuel H.
Herring is pastor.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Marjorie Haliburton, the
former Miss Marjorie Terrell of
Millington a second grade tea-
cher at Magnolia Elementiry
school; a son Marvin Halibur-
ton, six, a first grade student
at Magnolia; his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Haliburton of
Ripley, Tenn.; two sisters, Mrs.
Rosalind Fields and Mrs. Sonja
Booker, both of Detroit, Mich.,
and other reiatives.
At press time, funderal ar-
rangements were incomplete.
T.1-1. Hayes and Sons Funeral
home is in charge of services.
Ex-Aide Calls
Viet Peace
King Challenge
(Special to the Defender)
A former aide to Dr. Martin
Luther King said the civil rights
leader could do more than any-
one else to bring about a "sig-
nificant national reassessment
of the Viet Nam war and the
policies it exemplifies."
Charles E. Eager, in an arti-
cle in the current issue of
"Christian Century," said the
war in Viet Nam is •'perhaps
the greatest challenge of Dr.
King's career—and conceivably
its culmination."
"It seems unlikely that he
can continue to be quiet in the
lace of continuing escalation of
the fighting without seriously
compromising his acknowledged
role as a man of principle,"
Eager said.
•
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GENERAL AND STUDENTS — General and Mrs. Beall
pose with group of Douglass students. From left are Maj.
Preston Garrett, Miss Solores Moore, "Miss NDCC:" Miss
THE FINEST SHOES
THAT CAN BE MADE
See Leo hies
For Your
Stacy Adams NNW
SLACK cr
s3 3 oo
You'll wear 3ttey-Ada ma Shoes K.
pars—knowing they're the finest you can buy. Tim
Ilamd-craftsmasehip. . . rich styling. . luxurious
leathers ... assure you instant and everlasting
comfort — plus smart good looks that'll carry you
through many seasons.
0!..0 tikA.Si.EY • JONES • RAGLAND
99 South Main
CHARGE ACCOUNTS !PATTED lenimni•
Woodstock Victims Of
'Robbery' At Tourney
(Continued From Page 1) "a fine fellow."
Arson Suspect Beats Rap In La.
A 11 ale all-white jury, at Ideatined as the master
behind the torching.
Providence Baptist Church,
10 miles away, was levelled
fire at the same time.
Testifying against Andersois
was John Gipson, former
Klux Klansman also implicatad
the arson. Gipson said An-
derson w,as head of the KKE
Pearl River Klavern's "wreck
ling crew,"
COVINGTON, La. — (NPI)— Slidell, La., Aug. 3, 11165,m2
n a -m , 
ter deliberating four hours,
failed to reach a verdict, in the
trial of a white man charged
with burning a Negro church,
way or better yet didn't call it Woodshock's Gary Sterserson and as a result, a mistrial was
that way. Leading 63-61, wood_ and Carl Hardaway were named
stock fouled Lanny ment with
declared
to the 10 player all-Region tearn.1Oz 
four seconds left. The durable 
The jury was hung despiteITreadwell placed Darrell Gar-1
"Westerner rebounder made the l'ett and Curry Todd, Frayserlthe 
fact that Oscar Anderson,
h ed with setting fire to the
Methodist church, near
James Jett, Miss Griscella Broome, Gen. and Mrs. Beall,
Stella Knox, It. Col. James Williams and Capt. Lemuel
Osborn, instructor.
Humboldt News
YOUTH WEEK
The seventh grade class of
Graham Elementary school, in
observance of National Youth
Week, presented Mrs. W. S.
Vance as speaker for the oc-
casion.
Preceding the address, the
program began with a beauti-
ful devotion under the diret-
tion of Miss Bobbie Jean Hen-
nings who did a very nice job
as mistress of ceremonies.
With all eyes in rapt atten-
tion, the children heard the
speaker using the subject.
"What Are We Waiting For"".
spell out in their language the
ment and care will play a big
part in the judging. Due to the
last cold spell, the early spring
flowers "have had a little set-
back, so the first judging will
men, and an open discussion on
rose planting and pruning. Mrs.
Lena Bell Reid, chairman of
the "yard of the month", is
asking for entries from all over
janded Larry Mansfield andfirst shot but teammate Randall
Mullins leaped high to grab the! jHartsellCharles Blanchard.
rebound after the second One,
putting it back up for the spec-
tacular finish that gave West-
wood a 64-63 gift.
Both Memphis State cage
mentors, Dean Elhers of the I
varsity and Sob Stephenson, the
Tigers' freshman coach, thought
the officials missed the call on
the jump ball. When Stephenson
told Coach Sam Montgomery
"tough luck, coach" he was re-
minded by the Woodstock men-
tor -that you know how it is
when you play at Villanova."
Memphis State screamed high
and loud after blaming a loss to
the Philadelphia team in the
Palestra on some home cook-
ing officiating.
.CARVER COLLAPSES
Willie Gunn fired in 24 points
and marvelous defensive play
gave Carver an impressive 72-
43 triumph over Michie. The win
probably inspired Treadwell to
its best shooting night of the
season.
Carver withered under the
vaunted Treadwell press, and
the Cobras, for all practical
purposes were out of the game
by halftime. The hot shooting
Eagles ran up a 45-19 halftime
lead, coasting to a 85-46 victory.
At the beginning the Cobras
made the mistake of giving
Darrell Garrett and Curry Todd
some shooting room as the pairthe city. The yard does not
of all staters bombed t h ehave to be large, for arrange. 
with deadly accuracy
from the outside. Garrett scored
22 of his 27 points in the first
half. Todd also , pumped in 27
with the second half being the
most productive for the Eaglesbe the 'second week in April. junior.
Please get your name in on The Cobras had hoped to pulltime.
A delicious menu was served
and the meeting closed with the
saying of the motto.
The Gillespie Kindergarten
,opportunities n o w awaiting is coming back into its own
with a very efficient youngthose who will prepare them-I
woman, Miss Dorothy Donaldselves and are willing to work.
as teacher, and Mrs. Almonia
"You need to be up and doing Gentry as dietitian. The chil-
at an early age, for we can dren are happy and the board
easily fall into a stage of drift- members also, for it is so hard
ing to the easiest corner whereto get capable workers who
,not much is required. Children love children. Remember the
need to be self resecting and; school with some)of your canned
major in respect for others. The goods or meats! The dietitian
world needs people who will be know how to stretch it. A
responsible and stick to a JobF Very generous contribution has
until it is well done, for make
shifts don't get very far," she
said.
Following the address, the
group sang "You Never Walk
Alone", and a little fourth grade
student, Carolyn Phillips, gave
impression of what the message
meant to- her. She used some
very choice words that proved
she had been listening. Mrs.'
Ola Mathis is teacher of the
class and Rev. Mathis is prin-
cipal. Carolyn Phillips is a stu-
dent of Mrs. Ardella Cole. Al-
though students had to crowd in-
to one big room, with some
standing, the discipline was ex-
cellent.
come from Miss Marion W. Fox
of Atlantic City, New Jersey, a
former schoolmate of Miss Ma-
ble Northcross. Miss Fox is
president of the Association for
Supervision and Curriculum
Development of the NEA. Her
correct title is Dr.
ART AND GARDEN
The Gloxinia Art and Garden
club met in the home of the
011ie Gentrys with Mesdames
Gentry and Garrett as hostess-
es The meeting opened with a
song led by Mrs. Mathis, fol-
lowed by prayer and favorite
quotations The president heard
reports of the various chair-
RAMON'S
BOX STEAK SPECIAL
5 Lb.-10-8 oz. Rib Eyes Box 5.45
5 Lb.-10-8 oz. Sirloin Club Box 4.95
5 Lb.
-20-4 oz. Pork Cutlets Box 4.15
5-8"1 '' Bacon Wrapped Chopped Sirloin Box 4.15
U.S.D.A. CHOICE or Good Beef Sides 
 L.,.51
U.S.D.A. CHOICE or Good Beef Hinds 
 Lk..blc
CUT & FREEZER WRAPPED-6 MONTHS TO PAY
SUBJECT TO NORMAL CUTTING LOSS
10 LB. LIMIT
Round Stk. r; 75c
Sirloin Stk. Li 85'
T. Bone L, 93c
BLADE CUT
Chuck Lb. 39
CENTER CUT
Chuck L, 49'
HAMBURGER
3 '" 1.15
HICKORY SMOKED
Bacon Lb 65c
BAR.-B-0
Ribs Lb. 55
Fresh Lean GROUND ,
Chuck Lb- 63C
CENTER CUT
Pork ChopsLb.75`
PRICES GOOD MARCH 15 THRU MARCH 22, 1966
RAMON'S MEAT MARKET
Open Until 7 P.M Mon 
-Wed.—Until 8 P.M. Thurs. thrs Sstarday
ALL MEAT FULLY GUARANTEED
CLEVELAND AT POPLAR (CROSSTOWN AREA) 276-3655
WE momoR GOVERNMENT FOOD STAMPS - CHECK OUR HOME FOOD SERVICE PLAN
off a major upset for their ailing
coach. Calvin Halliburton, who
was fighting for his life in the
intensive care unit of Bowld
Hospital, and who died early
Monday. Halliburton had been
hospitalized for nearly a month
with kidney trouble. Coach Mc-
Clain of Treadwell and Dean El-
hers of MSU express the senti-
ments of all who knew the vete-
ran Carver coach when they
said at the regional last week
that they hoped he pulled
through, and recalled him as
Miss Lila Northcross has
been confined to her home be-
cause of that flu bug, but she
is much better now and has
been carefully attended by her
cousin, Mrs. Corine Wellford.
The Humboldt Woman's club
sponsored a poetry contest, and
from division 2, grades 4 thru
6. first place winner was Ar-
lene Newhouse, daughter of
Mrs. Rebecca Newhouse. From
division 4 grades 9 through 124
Arlene Gentry was second place
winner She is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Gentry.
Their poems have been en-
tered in the regional contest
sponsored by the Federated
Woman's Clubs. .
'NursingGraduates
Of Meharry Will
Be Remembered
Continued From Page 1
during commencement week-
end, in connection with the an-
nual alumni banquet to be held
on June 12. It is hoped that
as many graduates as possible
will return for a nullsing re-
union during the weekend.
A total of 601 nurses were
graduated from the school which
was in operation from 1910 to
1962
College officials are doubtful
that the school will be reacti-
vated on its former terms, but
it is hoped that Meharry will
soon begin to function as a co-
operating agency with two local
university-oriented nursing
schools.
The college's alumni officei
and Chi Eta Phi, the national
nursing sorority, are making ef-
forts to locate all nursing alum-
ni.
Persons wishing to participate
in the project should write to
Mrs. Frazier at 1761 N.W. 55th
Terrace, Miami, Fla.
Hairy Gal Tale
DENVER (UM—Denver Po-
liceman Don Gavito was left
holding the wig, while the miss-
ing woman wiggled free.
Gavito sajd he chased a wo-
man suspected of soliciting, but
when he grabbed her by the
hair, she kept on running—,a
brunette instead of a blonde.
• . . The Home of . .
1963 CADILLAC
1964 CADILLAC 
Sedan DeVille Full 
Power, Factory Air, 
Like New
1961 CADILLAC 
fleYille Sedan Full 
Power, Factory Air, 
One Owner
1962 CADIILLAd 
Fleetwood Full Power, 
Factory Air, Extra .
Nice
If you ore 
going to buy a 
CADILLAC you
ore better off 
to- buy at 
SOUTHERN 
MOTORS,
INC. People who 
trade hero for a 
new car
Leave the Best 
Buys 
1964 CADILLAC Sedan DeVille Full Power, Factory Air, Like New
3
 5OTHER CARS TO CHOOSE FROM, ALL MAKES& MODELS, CLEAN, IN GOOD MECHANICAL
CONDITION. MOST OF THEM ARE ONE OWNER.
SOUTHERN MOTORS INC
Fartory.approvej warranty available ONLY
from yotir Cadillac •trator
341 tleisa—JA 4-52117 or JA 74180
• Oeee Iveaaes
Full Service means loans.., from
automobiles to zoysia grass.
At one stop, First National
Bank offers a safe place to
keep money, insured savings
plans...a way to make mone
guaranteed interest on sav-
ings...the means of keeping
up with money, personalized
checks...and a place to borrow
money. There are 25 First
National banking offices in
Memphis, which puts our
popular brand of Full Service
right at your elbow. One
thing more about our low-cost
loans—they're easier to ar-
range when you're known as
well as we get to know you!
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF MEMPHIS
herwIS. TFPONattf FI MEMBER F MEWL i4 P061T 1115110000tX CX1R9ORATrON
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PATRIOTIC BAXQUET—Members of the Memphis Col-
ored Citizens Council are seen with guest speakers during
recent banquet at Hotel King Cotton. From left are W. C.
Weathers, who made remarks; Mrs. Evelyn Alexander,
who presented past kings and queens; W. L. Lay, who intro-
Citizens Sponsor
Patriotic Banquet
A patriotic banquet honoring
the memory of Abraham Lin..
coin and Frederick Douglass
was held at the Hotel King Cot-
ton here recently and was spon-
soted by the Memphis Colored
Citizens Council, a charitable
organization.
Serving as toastmaster for
the program was L. Raymond
Lynom, president of the Coun-
cil.
former Minois State legislator,
presently with the bipmphis
Anti-Poverty Program.
The benediction was given by
the Rev. Joseph McGee, and
past royalty then presented by
Mrs. Evelyn Alexander. The tal-
ent program was directed by
Misses Joyce Lynn Petters and
After the singing of "Amen- Freddie Williams.
ca," led by Mrs. Delores
Calmpbell, prayer was offered Hostesses for the affair were
Mrs. Jean Williams, Mrs. Mar-
ie Mays, Mrs. Retha Williams,
Miss Georgia D. Lynom, Mrs.
• 
Gladys Steinberg and Mrs. Ar-I dents reciting excerpts from the
Miss Deborah Greene recited vests Manford. speeches of four American
Lincoln's Gettysburg Address,
and Mrs. Ruthie Deberry pre- Raymond 
of the Council are Presidents.
Lynom, president;
sented, Mrs. Maxine A Smith, Portions of speeches of GeorgeNoble Thornton, executive vice
executive secretary of the Washington, Abraham Lincoln,president; W. Lessley Lay, viceNAACP, as the first speaker. Franklin D. Roosevelt and Johnpresident; Mrs. Lorene Flow- F. Kennedy were given by
Following the singing of the ers, secretary; Joe Mays, tree -
"Hattie Hymn of the Repub. surer; Mrs. Frankle L. Wil-
relations, 
lic" by Misses Johnie Lou Clay- Items, assistant treasurer, and Hill PTA Toborn and Princess Wadlington, Otto Lee, director of
W. Lessley Lay, general chair- and morals.
by the Rev. John Charles Mic-
kle, pastor of Second Congre-
gational church.
lost 75 per cent of the Catholic
vote, 80 per cent of the Jewish
vote, and 95 per cent of the Ne-
gro vote.
"As bad as this seems," Lt.
Lee told the Florida Republi-
cans, "the situation isn't hope-
less unless we retain Mr. Gold-
water's plans of '64 to bypass
the Negro vote, rather than to
outpromise the Democrats for
that vote."
U. Lee received a large pla-
Sears
OPEN
EVERY
NIGIIT
'TIL 9
ail
duced Dudley L. Martin, first speaker; L. Raymond Ly•
nom, president of organization; Mrs. Ruthie Deberry. who
introduced Mrs. Maxine A. Smith, and Miss Deborah
Greene. who recited Lincoln's Gettysburg Address. (With.
era Photo)
Geeter Honor Society
Inducts New Members
Eleven students were induct- Gloria Ellis, 1)elores Brookins,
man of the banquet committee, ed into the Ethel 0. Miller chap-!Sylvia Jackson and Melva 01-
introduced the second speaker ter of the National Honor Socie-ilie.
of. the evening, Dudley Martinity of Geeter High school dur- Also explained during the pro-
big a ceremony held recently gram were the four cardinal
in the new gymnasium, principles of the National Hon-
,
Inducted into the society by or Society: character, scholar-
the president, Miss Lillian Row- ship, service and leadership.
an, in a candlelight ceremonyi
were Annie Chandler, Veola As an acceptance on the part
Clark, Carolyn Harrison, Sam-of inductees, Miss Parker sang
uel Kelley, Lois Nelms, Emma -my Task"
Parker, Ernest Payne, Jessie 
Rhoden, Mamie Townsend,I Parents on hand for the cere-
Grace Ware and Joyce mony were Mrs. Jessie Rhoden,
llams Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Chandler,
The program theme was Mrs. Joe Townsend, Mrs. W.
"Great Americans," with stu- C. Nelms, Mrs. Mildred T.
Lt. Lee Speaks During
GOP Dinner In Florida
Lt. George W. Lee, vice presi-
dent and local manager of the
Atlanta Life Insurance com-
pany's Memphis office, was
made an honorary citizen of St.
Petersburg, Fla., when in that
city on Saturday, March 5., as
principal speaker at a Lincoln-
Douglass dinner.
The dinner also marked be-
girming of a campaign for the
state legislature for a St. Peter-
burg attorney, Isaiah Williams.
During his address, Lt. Lee
told the Republican gathering
that "The Republican Party has
made a great record in fiscal
responsibility and civil rights
in the past, but we might as
well admit that the party isn't in
the best shape to get a sizeable
percentage of the Negro vote
under its old program of Opera-
tion Dixie.
"Every year," he said, "we
are losing more and more of
these minority groups."
Hear Two At
Wed. Meet
The Parent-Teachers associa-
tion of A. B. Hill Elementary
que signed by Mayor Herman W. school will hold its regular meet-
Goldner making him an honor-ling on Wednesday (tonight)
ary citizen of the "sunshine March 16, in the school audi-
city." Itorium beginning at 7:30.
A special feature of the meet-
Vance Library ing will be Family Night pr°-gram, and will include a panel
discussion on the subject "At-
titudes-Character Development.
Guests will be John S. Dever-
eaux, executive director of the
Memphis Area Council on Alcho-
lism Inc., and Lt. Bob Weak-
ley of the Memphis Police de-
partment.
The month of March is Arts A graduate of the Universi-
Appreciation Month, and on view ties of Oregon and California,
for the rest of March in the Mr. Devereaux is 
a former
teacher and has been in his pre-
sent position since last Septem-
ber.
Displays Art
From Leath
Vance Avenue branch of the
Memphis Public Library are
the works of students at Leath
Elementary school.
The exhibit includes collages,
winter scenes, crayola drawings,
as well as silhouettes.
Lt. Weakley is a former direc-
tor of a summer work camp for
unemployed youth in Missis-
sippi and is assigned to the Spec-
ial Investigation section of the
Children participating in the Traffic Bureau.
display are Cassie Kirkwood, A short film, "To Your Health"
Melvin .Hart, Larry Williams, Iwill also be shown.
Statistics, he said, revealed Mary Alice Ayers, Gregory Web-
that in 1964 the Republicans her, Shirley Johnson, Tony Hall, Mrs. Sarah M. 
Neal is presi-
Margaret Hudson, Diane Hood,
Jamie Hollowell and Beverly J.
Ray.
dent of the PTA, George D
Clark principal, and Longino A
Cooke assistant principal.
BANK TELLER TRAINEES
CASHIERS-CHECKERS
PBX-RECEPTIONISTS
TOP JOB IN MEMPHIS AREA
TRAIN NOW—PAY LATER
HIGH SCHOOL EDUC., NOT NEEDED
NO AGE LIMIT,
DAY & EVENING CLASSES
FREE PLACEMENT ASSISTANT '
AIR CONDITIONED
CASHIER TRAINING INSTITUTE
66 MONROE
SUITE 876
527-5508
Heard and Mrs. Anna Clark,
repreienting the Goodwill Home
for Children; Mrs. Ernest Pay-
ne, Mrs. Josephine Owens, Mrs
Page 3
156 On Honor Roll At Lincoln Elementary
A total of 156 students made Blanden, Vickie Jones, Loretta
the honor roll for the fourth Young. Willie Moore, Larry
Donald Brown, Rob-
six-week period at Lincoln Ele-IWIlliama,
mentary school, according to
the principal, Bennie Batts.
The honor students are Mic'
ael Farmer, Adrian Mosl.
Sharon Jefferson, Elizabeth Ruc
bison, Mary Scott, Deborah
Williams, Vernecia Jones, Val
Este Risby, Rhonda Goodma•
Kary Cole, Ronald Jeffery, Bi
linda Mhoon, Dianne Reed, Jo
ce Cosby, Conniece Richmono
Cheryl Wilson and Zelloria
Moore.
Also Myra Morris, Geraldine,
Homes, Phyllis Dandridge,
Larry Pigues, Sharon Jordan,
Lucretia Anderson, Darlene
Mayse, Russell Peterson, Jan-
ice Cosby, Rosemary Clark,
Sandra Cox, Diane Darling,
Eunice Jones, James Cowan,
Marilyn Horhn, Melba Jones,
Larry Robinson, Glen Mason,
James Bryant, Alonzo Harris
and Deborah Jones.
And Nadolyn Matlock, Joyce
Spicer, Deborah Sweeting,
Anthony Davis, Jeffrey Cochran,
Warren Carter, Charles Wright,
Boyce Richmond, Gloria Pip-
kins, Shirley Edwards, Robert
Brown, Lisa Parks, Brenda Colt
Percy Taylor, Rodney Medows,
Charles Taylor, Linda Collins,
Michael Darling, Gregory Gor-
don, Calvin Towsend, Marilyn
Bankhead, Robin Dickey, Carol-
yn Thmas, Wanda Sumlar and
Michael Crawford.
Others are Walter Taints,
Dennis Lytle, Mitchell Thomp-
son, Sharon Hughes, Sandre
Neely, Gwendolyn Payne, Lovie
Rutledge, C. Simms Nellie
Townsend, Nadine Patton, Sam
Pearson, Dorothy Winters,
Dianned Anderson, Gwendolyn
Hughes, Calvin Jones, Terr
Dandridge, Keith Jones, Dennis
Jones, Phillip hIcClore, Eliza
Brown, Janice Ceazer, Berna-
dine Cooper, Billye Myles, La-
Sherrie MclCinnie, Wayne Parks,
Junita Liggins, Carolyn Hayes
and Donald Smith.
And Brenda Bowen, Mary
Logan, Gwendolyn Henley, Car-
la Ceazer, Stanie Smith, Eve-
rett Jones, Ray Williams, Mal-
Samuel Kelly, Mrs. Annie colm Plummer, Adrian Good-
Chandler and Mrs. Naomi man. Sandra Quinn, Patricia
I 
Banks. Butler, Gail Scott, Belinda Shaw
Sandy Hayes, Maurice Sink-
Members of the National Hon- field, Adrian Thomas, Josephine
or Society of Mt. Pisgah High! Wilson, Mary Kelly, Shirley
school, along with their teacher Cole' Jacqueline Shie
ld, Timmie
Mayse, Lundle Arnold, Gloria
counselor, Dorsey Franklin, , Brooks, Robert Hatter, Pamela
were guests during the program. Bess, Kurt Burlison, Arvator
Saulsberry, Marieta Phelps,
A reception following the in- Doris Tate, Reginald Gibson,
duction ceremony was held for
the students and their parents.
Faculty members on the Hon-
or Committee are Mrs. Delois
Scott, chairman; T. J. Toney,
principal; Frank L. Phillips,
' assistant principal; Ernest John-
son, Mrs. Mary D. Wakefield
and Miss Tillie L. Wilson.
Michael Anderson, C h a rl I e
Gant, Annie Rhodes, Sonta Ask-
ew, Billye Brown, Henry Henly,
Cathey Preston, Alice James,
Alvin Walker, Ellie Crawford,
Beverly Wilson, Voretta Mhoon
and Gloria Oliver.
Also Denise Payne, Gloria
Simpson, Curtis Pullen, Rhonda
HAVEN'T TRIED SMIRNOFF?
WHERE HAVE YOU BEEN?
What! You haven't discovered Smirnoff with orange juice,
with tomato juice, with 7-Upct in the Smirnoff Mille? Try a
delicious Smirnoff drink. See what you've been missing.
.41uoya ask for
ntirnOir
VODKA
•
It leaves you breathless°.
&1011.MINF 05TH US MOM GPM SIT P55& SMINNOFf M. OF IOVIMIL inanain.
ert Colbert, Janice Langston,
Valerie Franklin, Carol Gordon,
James Everqt, Anita Glom,
Joyce Hodges, Gerald Jones,
Gloria Parham, Cheryl Steven-
and Larry Nebo*
A successful Collegiate Ball, at Paradise
Club recently, give the Collegiate Associates
time to think of dancing and fun each week
end at the TIM Club, 1187 So. Bellevue St.
Sunday March 20, 1966 9:00 p.m. until, lea-
Wring the Mad Lads and William Bell,
also the Fabulous Go-Go Girls. Collegiate,
Associates afr from left to right Osbie
Howard, Bernard Roberson and Oliver In-
gram.
HOGUE & KNOTT
PLAY WIN PLACE SHOW
$12,000
IN CASH
PRIZES
GRAND
PRIZE
FREE
All Expenses Paid
7 DAY TRIP
(for 2) TO
HAWAII
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
MANY $100.00 WIN PRIZES
MANY $25.011 PLACE PRIZES
MANY $2.00 SHOW PRIZES
WE HONOR GOVERNMENT FOOD STAMPS
HERE'S HOW TO WIN
Win•Ploc••Show os a Hogve & Knott Contest which
onyon• 18 years of age or olden' may ploy and win, its-.
clot Hogu• & Knott employees, ti.., fornili•s and
th•ir odv•rtosong agency.
Thstr• will bit a n•w gom• •v•ry week with this wonnong
ad oPP•orong on the Comm•rcial Appeal and Pr es, -
Scimitar each Werin•sday. Pock up your IBM cords
lok• the on•s shown at any Hogu• & Knott Sup'',
Mark•t. No purchos• is nec•ssary.
To qualify on any category, ploc• your cords on top
of the winning cords shown in each week's ad. If all
th• holes in your card match stiractly with th• corr•s-
pending block dots printed on the winning card, re-
turn to your Novi, & Knott Super Marksit and collect
your print. The verification as to th• authenticity of
th• winning cord is at this sole discretion of Hogue &
Knott. If you bend, fold or altos, your cords in any
way thery ore onvolod.
No Forced Purchase Coupons . . . (lower than dis-
count) ...We 'gurus th• right to limit quantities ....
Non• s•Id to dollies . pric•s good thru next \Tues'ay.
•
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
6 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
1378 HOLLYWOOD
3511 PARK
1578 LAMAR
4321 SUMMER
973 SO. THIRD
3362 SUMMER
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G001, FRIENDS SOCIAL CLUB—The Good Friends Social
Clall met recently at the home of Mrs. Ora L. Durham
and trowned the king and queen for 1986. Seated, from
Left, are Mrs. Alberta Lee, Mr. Crader (king), Mrs. Ora
Durham (queen), and Mr. Alonzo Powell, president. Stand-
_ _
Dr. Dale Moody WWI
Lecture At Seminary
A series of five meaningful National Alumni Association
Night will be observed at thelectures on Paul's doctrine of
the Holy spirit 
will be given time of the banquet.
,.s the ninth annual Garnett-
labrit Lectures of the Ameri-
can Baptist Theological Semi-
nary in Nashville, April 12-15.
The lectures are to be given
at 10:15 a.m. and 1:45 p.m. on
Wednesday and Thursday, April
13, 14, and at 10:15 a.m. on Fri-
day, April 15, by Dr. Dale
Teacher To Speak
On Women's Day
Final plans are being made
for annual Women's Day to be
held on Sunday, March 27, at
St. John Baptist Church, Vance
Avenue on Sunday, March 2f. Church Plans For
Moody, Joseph Emerson Brown The guest speaker will he
professor of Christian Theologyl Miss Erma Clanton, a teacher Fellowship Service
of the Southern Baptist Theo-at Melrose and a member of
logical Seminary at Louisville, the church. Rev. H. P Sandridge and
Ky. 
Mrs Edith Cotton is chair- members of his congregation at.
He has served as assistant to man of the observance, and the Thomas Chapel Baptist
the late Dr. Paul Tillich, 1944- Mrs. Juanita Turner is co-chair- Church will join in fellowship
45, studied under and lived with man. with Rev. W. A. Suggs and
mDr. Emil Brunner in 1948, and embers of Friendship BaptistChurch at 1355 Vollentine ave.,studied under Dr. Karl Barth,
1957-58. Men's Day Par-ed Sunday, March 20 at 7 p.m.
Inspiring sermons will be At New Era Church The Fellowship Service is thethird of a series of programspreached by Dr. Sandy Ray,
pastor of Cornerstone Baptist The New Era Baptist Church planned by Friendship to "pro-
church, Brooklyn, N.Y., on will observe its annual Men's mulgate the words and working
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thurs.- Day services on Sunday, March of G°d•"
day nights, April 12, 14, and on120. 1 Mrs. Charlene Oates is th
Friday morning, April 16.
The 3:00 p.m. program will! chairman.
He is one of the most widely feature the Rev. L. C. Moore,
known pulpiteers in the United pastor of the Greater New Hope,
States. Dr. Ray is president of1Baptis Tit Church, as guest speak- cket!- Going For
the Empire State Convention,ler. The guest churches will in-
New York. elude the St. John's Male Cho- ,or)rirlo's Concert
rus and the Prenston Ave.
William K. Richardson, semi- Male Chorus. i More and more music-loving
nary alumnus and past presi- 1Memphians are making plans to
The New Era Baptist Churclrhear, the young soprano Jean-
is located at 797 Laurel street, inette Walters when she appears
the banquet address on Thurs- and the pastor is Rev. Frank here in concert in Bruce Hall on
day night, April 14. Briscoe. 1Wednesday night, March 30.
, Miss Walters is being called
"the find of the year" and is$5 000 Is Goal1 Series To Beiin said to possess the most beau- MEN'S DAY SPEAKER—Lewistiful voice of her generation. H. Twigg, president of Union
/ At Porter ir. Li r1 -1,; The Philadelphia-born drama- Protective Life Insurance corn-
For Men s Day tic soprano is being presented panv will be the guest speaker
dent of Friendship Baptist
church, Warren, Ohio, will give
Youth Fellowship
Set For New 1-1"le
"Youth Living for Christ" is
the theme the youth of New
Hope Baptist Church have chos-
en as they observe Youth Fel-
lowship Day, Sunday, March(
27. The pastor, Rev. C. B.
Burgs, will delived the morning
address, and the Truevine Bap-
tist Church, Nuebardt, Ark. will
be special guest.
Guest speaker for the after-
noon is Mrs Tilda Mae Bussey
Holman of Tenaha, Texas. Mrs.
Holman is a graduate of Butler
College, Tyler, Texas, and is
doing her graduate work at the
University of Texas. She is
presently an instructor at Mil-
dred Jackson High School, and
a member of Hughes Chapel
Church.
Music will be furnished by
youth choirs of Memphis Chor-
al Union, and the New Zion
Baptist Church.
Misses Lorretta Ward and
Beauty Brunson are co-chair-
men for the event.
Boulevard Christian Church
will climax a $5,000 drive with
their celebration of Men's Day;
Sunday, March 20, at 11:00 a.m.
Part two qf the Parent Clinic by LeMoyne College during its for the annual Men's Day pro.
Series, sponsored by the Porter i annual Spring Festival, gram at New Tyler AME church
The men of the Mississippi Junior High School, will begin Tickets are on sale at the col- on next Sunday, Mardi 20, at 3
Thursday, March 17, at 7:30 lees. p.m. The public is invited.
p.m. in the cafeteria. Mrs. Lo-
retto Kateo of Family Service 0•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•will again 'conduct these ses- • 1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
aims which proved so helpful . cAR wAsH
The guest speaker will be the
Rev. Thommie Harris of Port
Gibson, Miss. Rev. Harris is a
graduate of Tougaloo College, welcome to attend.
and is known as a powerful Mr. A. B. Owen, Jr., is
speaker. principal.
II
Mrs. Dorothy M. Rusesll, vice el II
president, states that any inter- • Effective Nt'vernbel 29 1 965 8 A.M.-6 P.M. 
IN
ested adult in the community is • a
• Monday a
• •
•  
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 U SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH :
, •
•••••••••••en••••■••••••■•••ame
last fall. • •
' •
"WANTED"
WINDOW WASHERS
Over 21 with Driver's License.
Clean, Neat Habits and Appear-
ance. Will Train.
egemphis 'Window
cleaning eompany
147 South Third St.
ing, in same order, are Mrs. Lottie Covington, assistant
Avery Chapel Makes PlanslBaptist Women
Day, Sunday, March 20, with •
Church, as guest speaker.
Avery Chapel AME Church e
Plan Luncheon,pastor of Monmental lia.ilki — Iwill celebrate its annual Men's!
Fellowship Breakfast at 8:00, Music will be furnished by T
regular morning worship at Monumental Baptist Church 
AuxhieliarWomen's Convention, any 
to the Tennessee Re-
gram scheduled for 3:00 p.m., 
pro" chorus and the male chorus of11:00 a.m., and a special
featuring the Rev. S. B. Kyles, Education Convention, will hold
gular Baptist Missionary and
Collins Chapel CME Church.
Mr. Andrew Dancy and Mr. its annual Fellowship Luncheon
Floyd Harrison are co-chair at the Golden Leaf BaptistNew Tyler To Hear ,,0 
and Rev. lilies i:*ses is church at 1439 N. Hollywood it.
Douglass Chorus the minister.
The Methodist Women's Club
and Missionary Society of New
Tyler AME church Will present
Omar Robinson, Jr., and the
Douglass High school chorus in
a musical concert on Sunday,
March 27, at 5 p.m.
The public is invited
musical in the church
Carpenter st.
to
at
Fashion Fair To
Berefit Church
A Fashion Fair for the bene-
fit of the building fund of the
the Wright's Chapel church will be
568 held next Sunday from 5 to 9
Rev. Loyce Patrick is pastor'
of the church
business manage:, Mrs. Darnish Williams, financial sec- Ministers To tkAeetretary; Mr. James Williams, treasurer; Mrs. Bessie Lan-
caster, sergeant-at-arms; Mr. Johnnie Doyle, vice presi-
dent; and Mrs MaYbelle Poweli, ellaPlahl•
REV. H. P. SANDRIDGE
a . .,
,
11, New Subscription Order
i Kindly send nue the Tri-State '
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1 Defender to address below 
i
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• 3 100 Summer at Baltic
Sat. isr Sue $1 25
Sat Open 8 A M. to 6 P
Sun Open a AN. to 2 P M.
GO BY BUS
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM
2411 Vance Ave.
TAILORS
H e
• i
JA 7-9320
Ailefropitis, Tomiessee
'YOUR Company Makes Wiso Yee Asir IFor Ask,
Cowes Whet Yea TM* Or•
At St. James AME
The AME Ministers' Alliance
will hold its regular monthly
meeting Tuesday, March 22, at
7:30 p.m. a St. James A. M. E. The Cummings Street Baptist
Church, 600 North Fourth street. Church will sponsor a banquet
and exhibition of talent, present-
All members of the Alliance ing the church's youth orches-
are asked to be present, and tra and instrumentalists, Fri.
visitors will be welcomed. day, March 18, at 8 p.m. in the
church's
Dr. Loyce Patrick is the presi-
dent, Rev. M. V. Reed is the Rev. Eugene Waller is the
reporter, and Rev. H. L. Starksipastor, and Mrs. Gertrude Tur-
is the pastor of St. James. iner, reporter
in the Flamingo room.
Among the guests will be Mr.
Arnet Williams and students of
Gorine college. Mrs. Rose Good-
man will be the featured stylist.
Other models and entertainers
will also appear on the program.
Church Plans Banquet
AME Ministers
Hold Meetings
Members of the AME Minis-
terial Alliance met last week
at St. Andrew AME church, and
several interesting topics were
discussed by the nembers with
Rev. Louis Williams presiding.
An earlier meeting was held
at St. James AME church, with
Rev. H. L. Starks as host minis•
on Monday morning, March 21, tar.
at 11 a.m
The honored guests at the din-
ner will be the "Golden Age
Women" of the Convention.
Mrs. W. B. Brooks is presi-
dent of the Women's Conven-
tion, Mrs. L. M. Ewell secre-
tary, and Dr. A. E. Campbell
general president.
Bible Teacher To
Lecture Thursday
Dr. Fred Neal, professor of
Bible at Southwestern Univer-
sity, will be the guest speaker
during a Prayer-Meeting-Bible
Study at Parkway Gardens Pres-
byterian church on Thursday
night, March 17, beginnning at
7.
Dr. Neal will speak on a letter
of St. Paul to the Christians at
Phillipi.
The meeting is being sponsor-
ed by the Women of the Church.
The public is invited.
'NOTICE!
All Churches
Clubs
Birthday Parties
Weddings
Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc.
Moil Is Your Novo
Stories To The
Tri-State
Defender
236 South Wellington
Post Office lox 311
We will be happy to
publish it for rest
Nfra*" Of Any
charges.
FREE
FOR YOU
TODAY!
DINNERWARE OF THE WEEK
WEDGWOOD & CO., LTD.
41.// 'Mae CUP
IMPORTED FROM ENGLAND
FREE!
WITH $5 PURCHASE AND
COUPON FROM MAILER
PLUS;Illatchee se:ittraingtpaiencde
completer pieces you need at
amazing savings
.041
4.4*" 17;tio
4,000 EXTRA
QUALITY STAMPS
With 0014)01111 & purchases in your Big Star
Redeem each and every valuable
coupon. fti1y takes 1200 Quality Stamps to
fill a saver book, so be sure and redeem your
coupons. Seventh week coupon good thru
March 22, 1966.
+r• 41, AO
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BIRTHDAY PARTY FOR JAMES — The Sarah IL Brown
branch of the YWCA was the scene on March 5 for a birth•
day arty complimenting James C. Somerville 11 on his
eighth birthday. Children attending the party were Sevilyn
Alexander, Reuben and Terrance Harris, Teresa, Richard
-.and Judith Wynn, Lynn Marie Earls, Henry Ilarmilton, Jr..
Kimetra and Keith Hamilton, Harold Galloway, Jr, Wil-
liam F. Owen, Jr., Donna and Karen Osborne, Terri Hand-
,ridge, Myrick Horne, William Durham, Jr., Keven, Jeri-
lyn and Karen Lomax, Gall Cox, Judith Williams, Natalie
I.
-
; ,r,...vc.wm,vm".770,,,evorkromorr
•
White's Chapel
tn•elmlOVO"VsrM,,,,,,,41•TIV1INYA-:.A31141044.1.4 ..:
+GREAT'S FOOTSTEPS I STUDENTS OF WEEK
e A program honoring two The students of the week
reat Americans, Abraham Lin-
coln ;p 
Christne Bailey, Patricia
i and George Washiagton,i,
vas held recently in the ley,auch-1  Williams Webb, R
2oritim of White's Chapel. It Green. Gwendolyn Warren. Sel-
;was presented by three mem- ma Tae, Rickey Williams, Ver- •
:rers of the eighth grade class,! non Brown, Lonnie Bratton,
-tuna Walker, Thelma Minion Gussie Flemings, Lonell Weeks,
Ind Brenda Williams. Bernice Cheers, Ydell Ishmon,
!;, The discussion was on the Barbara Burks, Annette Pack,
lheme, "Follow in the Foot- Robert Joyner, Parady Lewis
it teps of Great Americans." and Shirley Henry.
ZROOP WINS HONOR TALENT SHOW
•-• Boy Scout Troop 117 of the Mitchell Road High School
'White's Chapel School communi- presented a talent show recent-
ly, whose scoutmaster is Hen- 1Y. and it was enjoyed by all
kiv James Wright, won first present. This school would like
prize in the Chickasaw Council to thank the principal and the
Colden Jubilee masonry contest sponsors for the delightful and
held at the Fairground. Hats enjoyable show.
tff to Troop 117.
.fETES GUESTS
Mrs. Ella Gage, S.111 R.. a
teacher's aide at White's Cha-
i)el, had as house guests recent-
ly Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Austin,
of East Chicago, Indiana. Many
sictivities were planned for the
Souple.
i'ISFTORS OF THE WEEK
▪ Recent visitors to the school
Were Howard Chamber, Given
Kinsey. P. H. Chappel, Earl
F. Sunmaker, Mrs. Clara Mil-
ler and Mrs. Florence Cald-
well,
TEACHER OF WEEK
• The teacher of the week is
Sirs. Marion H. Bailey of 1866,
1(endale. Mrs. Bailey is the
leacher of the 2-2A class.
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The Negro Press-A
Solid Business Entity
The Negro Press is one of
the largest and most important
elements in Negro business
economy today and its contin-
uing growth is one of the great
success stories of modern his-
tory. Begun 139 years ago, in
March 1827, upon the founding !
of "Freedom's Journal," the
Negro Press has continued to
grow," Frank L. Stanley, pub-
lisher of the Louisville Defender
and President of the National
Newspaper Publishers Associa-
tion, stated in announcing Na-
tional Newspaper Week, March
13-19.
Negro Newspaper Week was
inaugurated twenty-seven years
ago to further explain the role of
Negro-oriented newspepers in
American life.
and Sl.eila Jackson, Vickie and Reginald Denton, Gerald
and StiThenne Green, Mary Sue Betts, Teressa Anderson,
William Wood id, Jr.. Anthony Rocket(, Stevie and Lyndon
Berk:ev, Norman Todd, II, and Toni Todd, Wanda Wood-
ruff, Cheryl Brooks, James and Nusha McCullough, Sandra
and i'cny Bridges and Michael Johnson. Henry Hamilton,
Sr., ieped music for the party, Miss Julia Scott was in
charge of games, and Miss Sheron Hewitt passed out the
fa N ors. (McChriston Photo))
Walker Elementary
Honors Founders
Mr. Charles Patterson, prin.
cipal of Walker Avenue School,'
was speaker for the Walker
Elementary's P T A (Walker
Homes) Founders' Day.
are The origin was given by Per-
Eel. cy Nelson, Charlesetta Green,
ali• and Cynthia Marion. Special
music was rendered by the Mit-
chell Road glee club, and a tri-
bute to the founders was given
by Mrs Dante Strong.
The attendance banner for the
most parents attending went to
the first grade class of Mrs.
Laura Roberson, and Mrs. Jose-
phine Baldwin was winner of
the door prize. Flowers were
presented to Mrs. LaVerne Wil-
son for her most valuable serv-
ice to the PTA.
Mr. Charles W. Horner is the
principal of the Walker Elemen-
tary School.
Jack Sheats, general manager for D. Canale, Memphis dis-
tributors for Busch Beer, gives a "go-go" pat of encourage-
ment to Hun Douglas, first Negro route salesman for the
company in the Memphis area. Douglas is popular in Bluff
City social and civic activities. Mr. Sheets gave Douglas
special briefing to prepare him for his assignment.
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Trial Set For
Draft Objector
On March 22, Donald Weath
erall, indicted for refusing to
report for induction into the
armed services, is to appear
before U.S. District Judge
Joseph Sam Perry to have his
trial date set.
Weatherall was indicted for
refusing toreport for induction
last June 1. He objected to
"participating in a situation in-
volving violence, killing and
death."
Negro newspapers have suc-
cessfully withstood three formid-
able competitors during the past
century — the v.hite press, radio
and television. It was often pre-
dicted that each would be the
doom of Negro papers. Instead,
the Negro press has consistent-
ly emerged stronger, with great-
er vitality and with inure read-
ers. more advertisers and ren-
dering greater ,ervice to the
public than ever before.
Second only to Negro-owned
insurance companies. news-
paper publishing ranks high
among Negro business achieve-
ment. Like its counterparts in
the great American press, Ne-
gro newspapers, last year hit
all-time highs in circulation thus ,
contributing to the increased
consumption of newsprint which
was the highest ever.
Newspaper employment gen-
erally since 1947 has grown
,three and one half times faster
than all manufacturing and
Ijournalism school enrollment.
;Nationally is at its highest point
since 1948 — indicating a solid
faith in the future of newspa-
pers on the part of young people..
In keeping with the growth of
'other media Negro newspapers I
;have made increasing invest-
ments in new plants n:.'w equip-
ment and improved services.
Many of them have swung to the
:new method of printing — Offset
,which required disposing of hot-
metal type of printing facilities.
Unlike many businesses news-
papers receive no grants, ito
government subsidies and must
be self supporting. Every news-
paper is built on solvency be-
cause economic independence is
essential to the preservation of
a free press in an open and free
society.
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Andrew Brimmer's Appointment
President Johnson during the
short period which he has oc-
cupied the White House, has
appointed more Negroes to ma-
jor positions than probably all
of the other presidents combin-
ed. The president has done this
with such regularity that any
further praise of him editorial-
ly might seem redundant. The
fact remains however, that his
continuing to reward Negro abil-
ity is increasingly praisworthy.
But when he steps out of the
normal routine and makes un-
precedented appointments of
Negroes, it is certainly worthy
of the highest accolade that we
can give him.
President Johnson's naming
of Andrew W. Brimmer to the
Federal Reserve Board is a sig-
nificant milestone in the strug-
gle for broader recognition of
Negro ability.
The seven-man Federal Re-
serve Board is a regulatory
Commission which strongly in-
fluences interest rates and the
availability of credit to the
American economy. Last De-
cember. this board had a head-
on clash with the President by
asserting its independence and
voting narrowly 4 to 3 for high-
er interest rates. The President
openly criticized the board at
that time.
This means that he not only
is vitally concerned but he is
particularly careful of whom he
names to its membership. Mr.
Brimmer's appointment is not
to be regarded however, as one
designed to improve the Presi-
dent's position. Although the
appointee is generally viewed as
a moderate — somewhere be-
tween a liberal and conservative
position, such portends that in
all probability, he like the
others, w i 1 I support tighter
money and higher intercst rates
under some conditions.
On the other hand scholarly
Mr. Brimmer has spent most of
his career in both academic life
and public service. He has also
served for three years on the
research staff of the Federal Re-
serve Bank of New York.
The chairman of the Federal
Reserve Board, William H. Mc-
Chesney Martii, Jr. in praising
Brimmer's appointment said:
"Mr. Brimmer achieved a
very commendable record as a
member of the Economic Re-
search staff of the Federal Re-
serve Bank .during the fifties,
and I believe that he can be
counted upon to build further
upon that record, ii his service
as a member of the board, es-
pecially in view of the experi-
ence he has gained as Assistant
Secretary of Commerce in work-
ing on the difficult problem of
the nation's balanced pay-
ments."
It cal be clearly seen then,
that not only has the President
made a very excellent but a
most significant appointment in
Andrew Brimmer. Viewed in the
context of his other historical
appointments such as: the re-
cent naming of Dr. Robert C.
Weaver as secretary of the De-
partment of Housing and Urban
Development; Dr. James Nabrit
to the United Nations; Mrs.
Constance B. Motley as U. S.
District Judge plus others too
numerous to enumerate here —
all of these show that the Presi-
dent not only recognizes superi-
or ability but he continuously
does so at the exclusion of race
and color.
While all of his prior appoint-
ments of Negroes were history-
making and precedent-setting
the recent elevation of Andrew
Brimmer to the Federal Reserve
Board has the broadest possible
meaning.
This newspaper, as a member
of the National Newspaper Pub-
lishers Association which with-
in the past ten months has twice
had occasion to confer with
President Johnson and recom-
mend on each visit, the naming
of more Negroes to Federal reg-
ulatory commissions — now ex-
presses to him our gratitude
not only for fulfiling our request
but for breaking the color bar-
rier on one of the most impor-
tant federal bodies in our nation.
Alabama Politics
In Camden, Ala., an era of
absolute white political domi-
nation may be coming to an
end. For more than a quarter
of a century. no one had dared
challenge Sheriff P. C. Jen-
kins. tie was a political figure
believed to be as permanent as
the pine trees of Wilcox County,
Basking in the conviction
that he was invincible, Jenkins
spent his time locating stray
cattl e, spinning matchless
hunting yarns, supporting
racial segregation. In so doing,
he built a loyal following
among the 2.600 white people
who until last year made up the
county's total electorate.
This week, however — in a
campaign that dramatizes the
impact of the new Federal Vot-
ing Right Act — the 60-year-
old sheriff began his campaign
for an eighth term against the
most formidable opponent of
his political career — a Negro.
The opponent. Walter Cal-
houn, is running hard among
the 3,600 Negroes who are re-
gistered to vote, for the first
time in their lives, in the May
2 Democratic primary.
Already, the campaign is
taking on a significance that
extends far beyond the borders
of Wilcox County. It demon-
strates clearly that civil rights
organizations will not hesitate
to run Negro candidates for
offices in the more than 70
Southern counties with pre-
dominantly Negro populations.
Soon after it got the cam-
paigns for sheriff and three
other major offices under way
in Wilcox County. the Alabama
office of Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr., announced that "it
probably will encourage" Neg-
roes to run in the May pri-
maries for most available offices,
in at least "four or five pre-
dominantly Negro counties in
Alabama."
"We don't want to look like
we're taking over," said an
Alabama representative of Dr.
King. "But we do want to elect
enough Negroes so it will do
some good." This is sensible
strategy. In time, white folks
will be voting for Negro can-
didates of their own choosing.
WHO'S THE FAIREST ONE OF ALL?
There Is Still A Need
In the founding issue of
"Freedom's Journal" - the first
Negro newspaper - Samuel Corn-
ish co:editor wrote:
"As education is what renders
civilized man superior to the
savage ... we deem it expedient
to establish a paper and bring
into operation all the means with
which our benevolent Creator
has endowed us, for the moral,
religious, civil and literary im-
provement of our injured race
. In our discussion of politi.cal
subjects we shall ever regard
the Constitution of the United
States as our political star."
These words ring as true to-
day for the more than 160 Ne-
gro - oriented newspapers as it
did in 1827 - 139 years ago when
the very first Negro newspaper,
"Freedom's Journal" was pub-
lished.
The 'respected and believed'
Negro press, continually grow-
ing and improving in size, cir-
culation and responsible report-
ing has truly been "a partner
in freedom" in the Negro Amer-
ican's struggle to be free. The
Negro press has not only con-
sistently defended the rights of
every American but it has paced
the fight for full first-class citi-
zenship for all.
Some critics predicted long-
ago that the demise of the Ne-
gro press was not far off. Others
questioned the need today for
a racially oriented newspaper in
our desegregating nation. The
best evidence of the continuing
role of an enlightened, crusad-
ing minority press lies in the
fact that not only are there
more Negro-oriented newspa-
pers today but they are enjoy-
ing their highest circulation and
advertising volumes in history.
In truth, the Negro press has
grown to be a very healthy seg-
ment of the American Press and
is now both highly respected
and appreciated. One major rea-
son is that the Negro newspaper
is still more possessively dear to
American Negroes because it
more accurately reflects the Ne-
gro's changing world, his hopes
and ambitions and participates
directly in the achievement of
his hard won gains in the
world's most highly competitive
and complex society.
Today's Negro press operates
in a more enlightened atmos-
phere. More people are forging
to the civil rights front and they
come not only more determined
but better prepared educational-
ly and financially to achieve
their full measure of freedom.
Unquestionably the ,greatest
unifying force among Negro
people and their leaders is the
Negro Press. The Negro
Press is not in competition with
any so called leader. On the con-
trary it is the very vehicle upon
which most of our leaders, past
and present, have risen to the
top. The Negro press has been
both their voice and platform.
On the other hand it has been
the ruination of those false pro-
phets who would capitalize upon
our struggle for freedom.
As long as there are racial
inequitities in America, as long
as the Negro is accorded an in-
ferior role, as long as Negroes
are denied jobs, open housing.
and full access to public places
everywhere in America there
will be an increasing need for a
stronger, a bigger and more
racially representative press.
Because as Frederick Douglas
wrote in his "North Star" in
1847: "It is evident that we
must be our own representa-
tives and advocates, not exclu-
sively, but peculiarly - not dis-
tinct from, but in connection
with our white friends."
Irrespective of how liberal
other media treat Negroes they
will never be able to supply the
Negro readers' total news needs.
Arnold Ross realized the in-
tense leadership role of the Ne-
gro press when he wrote in "The
Negro in America":
"The Negro Press is an edu-
cational agency and a power
agenc y. Together with the
church and school, it determines
the direction of the process
through which Negroes are be-
coming more a part of American
culture. The Negroes press
causes, on the one hand an in-
tense realization of American
ideals on the part of Negroes.
On the other hand it makes
them realize how small a degree
white Americans live up to them
. . . The Negro Press will con-
tinue to grow."
This week (March 13-19) Ne-
gro Newspapers of America ob-
serve their 139th Anniversary.
On this significant occasion we
are more mindful than ever of
our vital role in a changing so-
ciety. Our job is yet only half
done . . . in truth it is scarcely
begun. Now, more than ever the
Negro press must become the
true mirror of total community
life, and it must record the news
in all of its human breadth and
depth. But like any mirror, its
work can not be measured solely
by the beauty it reflects, but
by its fidelity to truth and dedi-
cation to the cause of decency
and right. As always, our press
must warn against every injus-
tice it sees and continue vigor-
ously to be in the -forefront of
the civil rights fight.
This newspaper, on this me-
morable occasion rededicates its
full energies and resources to
the achievement of these high
goals,
a so.. L.... 411•aall maggP ••4111S
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Says
Rocky's All-Star Team
MIAMI — Here, winding up
our annual combination golfing
— 
vacation — type sojourn, it
was good to hear the news
from home; to learn that New
York Governor Nelson Rocke-
feller has added two wonderful
men to the all-star team he is
building to strengthen the
cause of human rights and
make all-out war on the slum
and the ghetto.
The first Rockefeller nod
went to a grand veteran of
many causes. It was most ap-
propriate that Dr. Sandy F.
Ray, an eloquent senior states-
man of the Christian faith,
should have been appointed a
member of the Governor's in-
fluential Youth Commission.
This Commission acts as ad-
visor to the State's huge Divi-
sion for Youth which, by the
way, is headed by a brilliant.
young Negro, Lawrence W.
Pierce. a former high-ranking
New York City Police Deputy
Commissioner.
In addition to being the Pre-
sident of t h e 300-church,
400,000 member Empire State
Missionary Baptist Convention,
Dr. Ray pastors Brooklyn's
powerful Cornerstone Baptist
Church. His devotion to many
fine causes has made friends
for him all over the nation, A
41 1111101*.rt
MY DREAM
longtime friend of that classic
couple, Dr. and Mrs. Martin
King, Senior, Dr. Ray is god-
father to Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr.
Another close King as-
sociate, The courageous, young
and silver-tongued Rev. Wyatt
Tee Walker has become Special
Assistant to The Governor on
Urban Affairs. The Rev. Walk-
er has long been a heroic figure
In my view.
Naturally famed for the in.
tensive job he did as Chief or
Staff to Dr. King (he is now
on leave and is President of
The Negro Heritage Library
in Yonkers), Rev. Walker has
been jailed and beaten on num-
erous occasions while fighting
the battle on Southern fronts.
With The Rockefeller Ad-
ministration, Wyatt will be di-
recting a broad-spanned pro-
gram to achieve specific, posi-
tive goals in Brooklyn's Bed-
ford-Stuyvesant, Manhattan's
Harlem and other similar com-
munities throughout the state.
As one privileged to have
been selected by the Governor
for a top post in his official
family, I welcome these mat-
velous teammates aboard. I
know they will be of significant
help in the job we are all de-
dicated to do in New York
State. (ANP Feature).'
By
MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.
Never Negative Normal cy
"You have a civil rights bill
and a voting rights bill.
"You have made tremendous
gains in the struggle for dig-
nity and decency.
"You have awakened the con-
science and enlisted the mili-
tant aid of many white people
who have signed up to accel-
erate the Negro Revolution.
"Demonstrations and picl4t-
ing have brought about great
social change.
"With all this progress —
even though we still have a
long way to go — I ask you —
when will Negro agitation
cease? When will we all be able
to return to normalcy?"
This series of questions has
been posed many times to
Negro leaders and Negro citi-
zens. Often the interrogation
comes from white liberals who
are confused and puzzled, ach-
ing to see the end of the long
war for racial justice.
Appreciating their motives
and their anxieties. I have
found but one way to answer
them. If what we have regard-
ed as normalcy in our Ameri-
can society is to be the stan-
dard, then I prefer to be mal-
adjusted.
Our liberal friends do not
understand this. They urge us
to estimate or speculate upon
when we can expect that mo-
ment in time when the Negro
will be "satisfied" so that —
again — we can all settle down
to normalcy.
We can never be satisfied so
long as one Negro boy in South-
ern cities is forced to attend
an all-Negro school, despite the
Supreme Court decision.
We can never be satisfied as
long as a Negro child in
Brooklyn, N.Y. cannot dream
of being part of the engineer-
ing and architecture of a mag-
nificent building. We can never
be satisfied while a Negro in
the District of Columbia is re-
stricted to a housing ghetto.
We can never be satisfied as
lung as a Negro in Mississippi
cannot vote and a Negro in
New York believes he has noth-
ing for which to vote. We
cannot he satisfied while black
men are murdered and homes
bombed and burned in Alabama
and Georgia and while white
juries set free the criminals
who perpetuate these hrtal-
ities.
So we do not want to return
to normalcy.
It was normalcy in Alabama
which made a racist Governor
defy the Supreme Court and
the President of the U.S. It was
normalcy in Jackson, Missis-
sippi which enervated a mad
killer and gave him the brutal
urge to erase the meaningful
life of Medgar Evers.
It was normalcy on a lonely
Alabama road which triggered
the gun which took the life of
a white postman who sought to
deliver a message for freedom.
It was normalcy in Mississippi
which made it possible for au-
thorities to say that a Negro
must starve if he wanted to
vote.
It is normalcy which has
been the betrayal of all that
we mean when we recite the
Oath of Allegiance. It is nor-
malcy which makes eleven
o'clock on Sunday morning the
most segregated hour in Amer-
ica and many Sunday schools
the most segregated schools in
our country.
Every inspired genius who
has given something to the
world; every people who have
ever struck for freedom —
have rejected the normal and
embraced the abnormal. Now,
we make the distinction here
that we are speaking of nega-
tive normalcy.
We must never return to neg-
ative normalcy. We must
march forward 
— with spirit.
with love and dedication — to
a new, creative positive nor-
malcy; a normalcy in which
we transform the jangling dis-
cords of injustice in our land
into a harmonious and melo-
dious symphony ef fraternity.
- (ANP Feature). 11
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VANCE AVENUE BEAUTY SALON — Presents "Customer
Bonanza" weekly give away: 1-Free Hair Conditioning
or i•Free Manicure or 1-Free Hair Style or 1-Free Make
Up Service. Depending on your lucky number receive your
number when you made your appointment. Winning num•
$100,000 GROSS
Big Freedom
Festival? It
Was A Smash
By ARNOLD ROSENZWEIG
It was standing-room-only for
freedom Saturday evening at
the International Amphitheatre
as an all-star cast put on a rous-
ing tribute to the civil rights
movement at the Chicago Free-
dom Festival.
Thousands of people had to be
turned away from the mammoth
building, where some 13,640 rup-
porters of the Chicago freedom
movement filled almost every
seat in the emphitheatre. Close
to 8100,000, was grossed at the
festival.
It was one of the few times
the amphitheatre had ever been
filled to capacity — and likely
the first time so many Negroes
had congregated in the lily-
white "Back of the Yards" area.
The largely Negro audience con-
tained a heavy sprinkling of
whites.
The evening's major speaker,
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.,
paid tribute to the massive turn-
out when he commented that
"Never before in the history of
the civil rights movement has
an action campaign been launch-
ed in such splendor.
"Never has a community re-
sponded more splendidly to the
call for support than you have
in Chicago."
The festival was sponsored by
the Coordinating Council of Com-
munity Organizations and the
Soutl-ern Christian Leadership
Conference.
The evening was enlivened by
the appearance of Harry Bela-
fonte, Dick Gregory, Mahalia
Jackson, Sidney Poitier, and
Liz Lands, an upcoming singer.
Introducing Dr. King, Al Raby,
CCCO convener. announced he
would personally move into lig.
Jenner School controversy.
The dispute, which has re-
sulted in boycotts, has focused
on the elementary school's prin-
cipal, Mildred Chuchut, who has
been accused of making discrim-
inatory remarks and not man-
aging the school efficiently.
Raby said he would meet with
•
'dissident teachers and parent.;
this week.
In his address, Dr. King said
the Chicaat Freedom movement
— made up of CCCO and SCLC
— "will encourage sit-ins, stand-
ins, rent strikes, boycotts, pick-
et lines, marches, civil disobe-
dience, and any form of pro-
test and demonstrations that are
nonviolently conceived and exe-
cuted."
The rights leader noted that
the Negro migrant to Chicago
"has found himself mired amid
the decay of festering slums on
the Southside and Westside "
Chicago, he said, "has the
largest concentration of Negroes
lin an urban ghetto of any mai-
lor city in the United States."
The city's Negroes pay $10 a
month more than whites for
hcomparablz rental units, he said.
Negro homeowners pay an aver-
age of $1,500 more than whites
for houses, he added
One out of every four Negro
families in Chicago is receiv-
ing welfare assistance, he noted.
"This 11 despite the fact that
Chicago constitutes one of the
most prosperous commercial
centers in the nation."
Housing is only the beginning
of a broad base of exploitation
suffered by Chicago Negroes, he
said.
The rights leaders said
had received a letter from a
well-meaning white woman who
said Negroes should sweep the
streets themselves in order to
clean op their neighborhoods.
In answer, Dr. King retorted,
;"That's the job of the sanitation
department."
Dr. King agreed with those
who say Negroes should lift
themselves up by their own boot-
straps.
"But you can't do that if you
have no boots," he noted.
In a comic monologue, Dick
Gregory commented on the
Udited States' loss of a hydro-
gen bomb in Spain.
"Wouldn't we Negroes get
sassy if the U. S. lost one at
63rd at. and Cottage Grove
ave.," Gregory remarked.
DEFENDER
bers pasted in Beauty Salon each Tuesdio ou 'oust have
an appointment to participate — New number each week.
Once each month, one hair piece given away, call or come
by for an appointment. Vance Ave. Beauty Salon, 582
Vance Ave. JA 7-5425.
CITATION FOR LEATH — Dr. John E.
Jordan, right, chairman of the Dental
Health Committee of the Shelby County
Dental Society. is shown presenting a cita-
tion to the Leath Elementary school faculty
— - -
TOP-R.ANIKING STUDENTS — East High school in Jack
on has revealed the names of top students in its class of
19€. Seated from left are Alice Bond, Jewel Hall, Ronald
for its participation in the National Dental
Health Week Program. From left are Miss
Charlsye Mae Heard, principal; Miss Eunice
Carruthers and John E. Davis, Jr., teach-
ers at the school.
resh Riot In Watts;
LOS ANGELES — Violence
flarned anew in the Los Angeles
Watts area Tuesday night —
with at least two persons killed
and at least seven others injur- Gov. Edmund G. Brown, by
ed. coincidence, was out of the city
Hundreds of rock-hurling again Tuesday as he had been in
youths raged through the streets. August. Lt. Gov. Glenn M. An-
Police said a repeat of last sum- derson, criticized for slow callup
mer's 'bloody violence was pos- of the National Guard, w a s
sible. again acting governor.
One of those killed was a truck Police also said there was a l
idriver, shot in the head, who possibility gang unrest contri-1
Idled in Los Angeles' Oak Park buted to the Tuesday upheaval.
Hospital. The seven injured Ind- A reporter saw some looting
fered stab wounds of varyinglby persons breaking windows on
one street.degrees of seriousness.
A crowd estimated at BOO
gathered at one intersection.
Police estimated at 50 the
number of youths who picked
up rocks and began hurling
them at passing cars.
Police said the trouble started1
when a youth threw a rock at a
car driven by a white school
teacher. No one knew what
other events had led to-the rock
throwing.
"It's a major disturbance,"
said Sgt. Tom Baumarn, one of
the first supervising Los An-
geles policemen at the scene.
"I don't like to describe it, yet,
as a riot."
But it was a riot, for all prac-
tical purposes. With one dead
and more than half 2 dozen
hurt, police patrolled the streets
with automatic weapons at the
ready.
Some looting was reported.
At one point, police dispersed
a crowd estimated at 200.
Witnesses said some cars
were stopped, their drivers
idragged out and beaten.
' The Watts neighborhood is the
area where hundreds of build-
ings were swept by fire in riots
'which began Aug. 11 last year.
1 National Guard units had to be
!called out to quell those riots.
Thirty-four persons were killed
Debris was accumulating in
front of two stores, where youths
committed vandalism.
For three hours, crowds were
dispersed as soon as they
gathered. But minutes late r,
there was new trouble when
others congregated in different
locations.
Officials had warned last sum-
mer of the possibility of new
major violence.
But there had been hope a
series of steps — including crea-
tion of an office of inspector
general to investigate com-
plaints of police brutality —
would discourage new outbreaks.
Many isolated incidents have
occurred over a period of seven
months, with police succeeding
in controlling them.
Lt.-Gov. Anderson — as in
last summer's Watts outburst
— again found himself acting
for absent Governor Edmund G.
Brown. Anderson rushed from
Sacramento, the state capital,
to Los Angeles for a fast re-
view of the situation.
Gov. Brown, meanwhile, heard
of the new riot in Washington
— and he was reported beading
back immediately for California.
Anderson. last year, held off
the massive use of force for
two nights.
and more than 1,000 injured, But Tuesday he seemed to
with property damage from fire have learned a lesson: he con-
and looting estimated at $45 ferred immediately with Gen.
million. Roderic Hill. state adjutant gen-
eral and National Guard com-
mander. The guard was placed
on standby alert.
But hundreds of police — in
squads of four — swarmed into
Watts.
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Atwater, Annie Jones and Ruth Ann Huta. Standing, Pros
left, are Janie Norton, Isaiah Ifolland, Eddie Maya, Larry
Price and Dereese Bobo.
BLUE Rf.VUE CONTESTANTS—Zeta Phi
Beta sorority Blue Revue Contestants are
pictured on the eve of the mammoth youth
talent show "Moods In Blue," at Carver
High School auditorium this Friday night
at 8 p.m. Contestants are (from left to
right), Plialon Jones, B. T. Washington;
I.averne Hill. B. T. Washington; Marjean
Goodman, Melrose; Marie McDonald. Le-
Moyne: Mary Holley, B. T. Washington;
FIRST HAND REPORT—George Metcalfe, president of the
Natchez, Miss., NAACP branch, who is recuperating from
injuries received in his hometown, gives New York Cits
area and national officials a first-hand report of his near
fatal experience in a recent meeting at the Commodore
Paulette Gerdon, Porter: and James Alex-
ander. B. T. Washington. The contestants
will display varied musical talent, with
scholarchil 9 being given to the three report-
ing the highest amounts for tickets and pa-
trons. Mrs. Rosetta Peterson is chairman of
this second annual affair benefiting the So-
rority's Eyeglass Project, and Scholarship
Fund. Mrs. Somerville is basileus of Alpha
Eta Zeta t hapter. (Photo by McChriston)
hotel, in New York. Seated in a wheelchair, Mr. Metcalfe
appealed to NAACP leaders to press their membership
drive. He was seriously injured. last August, when a bomb
placed in his car by racists exploded. (Layne Photo)
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"Taste — Happiness lies in the taste, and not in things;
and it is from having what we desire that we are happy — not
from having what others think is desirable." LaRochefoucauld.
There were champagne toasts lively music and happy
smiles when MRS. OMAR R. ROBINSON, SR., entertained her
son and daughter-in law, MR. AND MRS. HALLOE ROBIN-
SON with a party Saturday night at her BROOKINS STREET
home. The couple had just been married a few hours earlier
at ST. ANTHONY CATHOLIC CHURCH.
The bride is the daughter of MR. AND MRS. ULYSSES
McCRAY of BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA and a teacher at MER-
RILL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL. She is a graduate of ALA-
BAMA A & M COLLEGE where she was a member of ALPHA
KAPPA ALPHA SORORITY. The groom, son of Mrs. Robin-
son and the late Mr. Robinson is a graduate of TENNESSEE
A & I UNIVERSITY, a member of PHI SIGMA FRATER-
NITY and a teacher at CARNES ELEMENTARY SCHOOL.
The couple is at home in the CHATEAU KERR apartments.
Assisting their mother in receiving and entertaining were
OMAR R. ROBINSON, JR., JAMES ROBINSON, JUANITA
ROBINSON, who was home from SPELMAN COLLEGE for
the week-end and MRS. MELVIN MALUNDA, JR.
The bride was very becomingly attired in a pink suit with
matching Accessories. Her mother Mrs. McCray, also wore
pink and the groom's mother, Mrs. Robinson chose blue.
Among the well-wishers at MRS. ROBINSON'S pretty
home which was appropriately decorated with wedding bells,
ove birds and all that speaks of marital bliss, were: FATHER
MURPHY, who performed the ceremony, MR. AND MRS.
HENRY EUBANKS, MRS. GUSSIE McPHERSON, MR. AND
MRS. SAMUEL POLK, MR. AND MRS. WILLIE HOSKINS,
MR. AND MRS. BOBBY SCOTT, BENJAMIN BLAKELY, the
best man, who was escorting MRS. HATTIE BALTIMORE,
from LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY; MRS. MOZELLE STARKS,
MRS. OLIVERE GEORGE, MRS. MARIE MOTLOW, MRS.
MARGARET EDMONDSON, MRS. CAFFREY BARTHOLO-
MEW and her son, FIRST LT. WILLIAM BARTHOLOMEW,
MISS NIOSE YVONNE BROOKS, MISS MICKEY FUGH, MISS
EURLINE COUCH, MRS. MILDRED JONES and her parents,
MR. AND MRS. MELVIN MALUNDA, SR.
Still others toasting the happiness of the 'couple were
NESBY BLANCHARD, FRANK LOCKARD, MRS. ALEXAND-
ER GLADNEY and her daughter, MISS CELIA GLADNEY,
MRS. DAISY GRIMES, PERCY NORRISE, MRS. SUSIE JOHN-
SON, MISS GERALDINE CRENSHAW, DALTON WILLIAMS,
MRS. ANGELA BLAND, MRS. THERESA LITTLE SHAN-
NON, WILLIAM FLEMING, MRS. ELNORA NEELEY, MRS.
WILLIE YATES and MISS SARAH SMITH.
WITH THE CLUBS — AMANDA BATTLES was hostess
at a business meeting to the recently organized LES UNI-
QUES. They were busily talking about plans for their Easter
project, which will be the distribution of Easter baskets to
the students at KEEL SCHOOL.
Strategists for this worthwhile project were RUBY PURDY,
JERLINE WILLIAMS, JO ANN MAYO OSBORNE, CAROLYN
PURDY, EVERLYN VAVASSEUR, DORIS TUNSTALL, BAR-
BARA JACKSON, BOBBIE JONES BULLARD, MYRA SMITH
WILSON, LILLIAN FISHER HAMMOND, ROSE CAVINESS,
DORIS WATKINS COOPER and OLIVIA STONE.
Adhering to the axiom that all work and no play makes
Jack a dull boy, they played games and the lucky ones were
DORIS TUNSTALL, RUBY PURDY and JERLINE WILLIAMS.
BETTY GILLIS ROUNDS, ARNETHA VAN PELT and
DANESE HANCOCK WELCH are the other members of this
group of young femmes.
MRS. HATTIE BRAITHWAITE was the very gracious hos-
tess to the PHYLLIS WHEATLEY CLUB at her home on Mc-
LEMORE THURSDAY evening.
Members of the club present were Mesdames and Misses
MARIE L. ADAMS, MATTIE BELL, AUGUSTA CASH, who
assisted her mother in receiving; HENRIETTA CRAIGEN,
EMMA CRITTENDEN, ISBEL GREENLEE, LEATH JONES,
foster daughter of Mrs. Braithwaite, who also assisted her;
MARIAN GIBSON, LILA LEWIS, who was hostess to the meet-
ing just prior to this one; ALTHEA PRICE, ISAEEL ROUL-
HAC. and ALLISON VANCE.
Guests admiring the St. Patrick theme and enjoying the
delicious dinner were Mesdames MARGARET RIVERS, who
helped her mother-in-law entertain; HARRIETT WALKER,
KATHERINE JOHNSON, ETHEL TARPLEY, MAUDE
BRIGHT, LADY MAE MILLS, CLEO PHILLIPS, JULIA AT-
KINS, RUTH LEWIS, JEWEL HULBERT, JOHNETTA W.
KELSO, JEWEL SPEIGHT, who won a bud vase and flowers;
LILLIAN CAMPBELL, WALTERINE OUTLAW, and ALMA
BOOTH.
HARRIETT WALKER beckoned to the SUTZ-US BRIDGE
CLUB Saturday night and rolled out the carpet of hospitality
to them at her SOUTH PARKWAY home. Her gifts were
spring straw bags, ambrellas and a billfolder.
Club prize winners were KATHERINE JOHNSON, who was
the happy winner of a beige and gold straw bag; ETHEL
TARPLEY, who'll be sporting a red umbrella; and RACHEL
CARTER, whose prize was a beige billfolder. Winning the
guest prizes were EDITH THORNTON, who has a handsome
cocoa brown straw bag for spring, and MARIAN PRIDE, who
has a navy blue umbrella for those inevitable April showers.
Piece de resistance was beef wellington with mandarin,
sauce, served with French beans almondine, potatoes lorette,
jelled vegetable salad with avocado, grapefruit and orange
sections. Dessert was schumb torte which is a scrumptious
concoction of strawberries, raspberries, whipped cream,
merigue and crispy shells. Hot cheese and nut canapes with
cocktails were served before dinner.
The vivacious Harriett carried out an Easter motif with
bunny rabbits, all over the place much to the delight of her
other club Members, ALTHEA PRICE, LESSYE SUGARMON,
FRANCES HAYES, BETTY BLAND and LOUISE WHITTAK-
ER.
Other guests who chalked the evening up as having been
well spent were MARTHA FLOWERS, RUBY JACKSON,
MAUDE BRIGHT, LADY MAE MILLS, HARRIETT DAVIS,
ADDIE OWEN, JUANITA ARNOLD and ELOISE FLOWERS.
And MARGARET GOODLOW was also entertaining Satur-
day night — the JUST-A
-MERE BRIDGE CLUB at her QUINN
AVENUE home. She chose enticing fragances as her prizes
and lucky club members capturing prizes were IRA OLIVE,
VIOLA HAYSBRET, and EDDIE RIDEOUT. CORA SMITH
won the guest prize.
Club members enjoying the evening were INEZ WOODS,
who's president ELIZABETH PLAXICO. GLADYS SHARP,
MARY COLLIER, GLADYS GREEN, COUNTESS WALKER,
MYRTLE WHITE, CALLIE STEVENS, and DORIS BODDEN.
JULIA HOPKINS, SAMELLEN WILSON, a n d CLARA
HILL were the other guests.
And the DEBONAIR SET met Saturday night with ALICE
KILPATRICK at the UNIVERSITY CAFETERIA. Winning
jewelry to compliment new spring outfits were VIVIAN WILLIS,
LaMARIS ROBINSON, NEET WATSON and guest MARY
ETHEL JONES.
Members enjoying good food, good conversation plus bridge
were ANN WILLIS, NELL NORTHCROSS, GLADYS REED,
PEARL GORDON, CECELIA WESTLEY, ETHEL WYNN,
MARTHA GALLOWAY and NORMA GRIFFIN.
We almost forgot that FRANCES 11AYES hostessed the
DINNER CLUB Friday night at Mrs. Cain's.
We were sorry to learn that HELEN HAYES is hospitalized
at the E. II. Crump hospital and send her cherry greeting and
hurry and get well.
CHIT CHAT — While the SENGSTACKES were in WASH-
INGTON last week, they naturally saw MARJORIE ULEN,
who is doing quite well and sends hello to all, but you can
imagine Mattie's surprise when she turned around in the
WHITE HOUSE and was face to face with a friend from yes,
the kindergarten days, DELMAR MITCHELL, who is a COUN-
CILMAN-AT-LARGE for the city of BUFFALO, NEW YORK.
'Tis good to run into old friends and when it's at the the
White House, hity toity! Ilandsome FIRST LT. WILLIAM
"BILL- BARTHOLOMEW is home visiting his parents the
CAFFREY BRATHOLOMEWS on SOUTH PARKWAY. Bill,
who is just coming from GERMANY you remember he escort-
er SALLIE and ANNE around there last summer — spent some
time in NEW YORK waiting on his car to come over and then
drove down by way of KNOXVILLE, whew he stopped off to
see Anne who is a COUNSELOR at KNOXVILLE COLLEGE.
LEOLA AND H. A. GILLIAM SPENT the week-end at the
races in HOT SPRINGS.
We thought the announcement from BOBBIE and DR.
SIDNEY McNAIRY was real cute. It reads, "We're like all
modern, intelligent, sophisticated parents with their first baby
—Tickled silly!" They're the parents of a little girl, ALICIA
YVETTE.
Bobbie and Sidney are in Baton Rouge, where he teaches
at Southern Univerrity.
The VIPs had a well attended PRE-ST. PATRICK Dance
at Curries' Friday night as did the ALPHAS Saturday night in
the same place. HARRY THOMPSON, was chairman of the
Alpha Scholarship Dance.
The ALPHA SOUTHERN REGIONAL CONVENTION will
meet here Easter week-end and the ALPHABETTES are plan-
ning a "CHAMPAGNE LUNCHEON WITH FASHIONS" at the
CHISCA-PLAZA. LOIS 'fARPLEY is general chairman of the
luncheon.
And the AKAs are chartering a bus for their delegation
of thirty-five who will attend their Regional Easter week-end
in Knoxville. They going to support their candidate, VELMA
LOIS JONES, for REGIONAL DIRECTOR OF THE SOUTII-
EASTERN REGION.
Don't forget "COCKTAILS WITH FASHIONS-, sponsored
by ALPHA GAMMA OF ALPHA PHI CHI SORORITY SUN-
DAY MARCH 27, at CURR1E's CLUB TROPICANA. Several
outstanding local dress and hat designers will be featured.
Music will be by TOMMY LENIMON'S COMBO.
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SHOW YOUR DAUGHTER
The picture above—see her eyes
sparkle at the thought of danc-
ing out in this princess pair.
Choose cotton, linen-look rayon.
ottoman.
Printed Pattern 4582: Girls'
Sizes 6. 8, 10, 12, 14. Size 10
dress 2' 9 yds. 35-in.; jacket 11.
FIFTY CENTS in coins for
each pattern — add 15 cents for
each pattern for first-class mail-
ing and special handling. Send
to Anne Adams, care of Chicago
Daily Defender. Pattern Dept.,
243 West 17th St., New York.
N.Y. 10011. Print NAME, AD-
DRESS with ZIP, SIZE and
STYLE NUMBER.
WEDDING RECEPTION—Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Earl Taylor prepare to cut the wed-
ding cake during a reception given for them
on sunday, Feb. 17. in the Lelia Walker
club house. The bride is the former Miss
Georgia lrin Brown, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Jeff Brown, Sr., and a student at Le-
Moyne college. The groom, son of Mrs.
Julia Taylor, is a private in the United
States Army and is stationed at Fort Polk,
I.a.
Alpha Pi Chi To Present Fashion Show
Eleanor Williams Wed To Ronald W. Johnson
The marriage of Miss Elea-
nof Faye Williams to Ronald
Webster Johnson of Chicago and
San Francisco was announced
here recently by her mother,1
Mrs. Bernice Walker Williams.'
college, a niece of Dr J. F.
Lane, a former president of,
Lane, and a great niece of thel
late Bishop J. C. Martin and
Mrs. Martin, and granddaugh-
ter of Mrs. Henry Walker of
Episcopal church.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnson will be
at home at 1315 Laguna, San
Francisco, Calif. He is a com-
mercial representative for thei St. Louis, Mo. Pacific Telephone and Tele-The bride is also the daugh-! The new bride is a graduate,
graph company.ter of Jesse L. Williams of 535 of Melrose High school and at-' Mrs. Johnson is a former
Simpson St., who is in the real, tended Fisk university, Lane „miss Co-Ette," and appeared
estate business. Mrs. Williams; college and American univer- in a Front Street production
is a teacher in the Memphisisity. She is a maternal great of 
"The King and I" before
City school system, great granddaughter of Bishop,entering training as a steward-
The groom is the son of Dr. Isaac Lane, founder of Lane ess for American Airlines.
The Alpha Beta chapter of ,Eiland, Mrs. Granville Harris, Simmons, Mrs. Hattie Hayward,
Alpha Pi Chi sorority will pre-Mrs. Ruby Williams, Mrs. Hel- Mrs. Emma J. Conner, Mrs.
sent its fashion show on Easter Ilena Moore, Mrs. Grace Oliver, Danise Hawkins, Mrs. Rose
Sunday night in the Balinese'Mrs. Elsie Jones. Mrs. Mario Marie Dotson and Charles Pick.
room of the Claridge hotel. 'Thomas, Mrs. Velma Barnes'ins-
Miss Frances Hunt. I Reservations may be made ati 
Among the models participat-. Davidson's Grill at 345 S. Fourth
ing will he Mrs. Ann Tracy,I Also Mrs. Pauline Swayze, st. or at the Zanzibar Lounge at
Mrs. Evelyn Barbee, Mrs. Judy ;Mrs. Alice Watson. Mrs. Mildred 560 E. Trigg.
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and Mrs. Freeman Johnson of
Chicago. He attended Fisk and
Roosevelt universities. His:
mother is the principal of the!
Hawlton Day school in Chicago.:
Mr, Johnson is a nephew of
Rev M. Kingsley of Los An-
geles, former organizer and
'pastor of the Good Shepard
Congregational church.
The young couple was mar-
ried on Feb. 17 in St. Thomas,
MRS. RONALD JOHNSON
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DINNER AT RIVERMONT — Members of the Beta Epsilon
Omega chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority observed
Founder's Day with a dinner and program at the Holiday
Inn Rivermont. The graduate chapter has some 112 active
members. Miss Velma Lois Jones, basileus of the chapter,
was presented a plaque from the chapter during the dinner
PLANNING CHAMPAGNE LUNCHEON — Members of the Alphabettes,
auxiliary to Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity, are busy planning for their annual
Champagne Fashion Luncheon to be held on Saturday, April 9, at the Chisca
Plaza Motor hotel, as a highlight to the Alpha's Regional to be held in
Memphis. Seated on floor, from left, are Mrs. Lois Tarpley, chairman of
luncheon; Mrs. Nell Northcross, president of the auxiliary, and Mrs.
Dorothy Evans. On second row, from left, are members Dorothy Westbrook.
— —
sire
11.11111 90
for meritorious service and "for improving status and tow-
age" of the organiaation. Miss Jones is in her second term
as basileus of the chapter.
Jewel Speight, Julia Wilmore. Christine Johnson, June Latting, Hilda Smith,
Mildred P. Horne, Margaret Rivers, Lillie Williamson and Cynthia Winfrey.
Standing, same order, are Gloria Lindsey, Hattie Swearengen, Ida Robinson,
Vera Clark, Barbara Cole, Martha Horne, Glenneth Cross, Melba Brisco,
Gladys Reed, Clarice Powell, Mavis Doggett, Nalue Alexander, Alice Watkins,
Evelyn Robertson and Media Ewdli. (Withers Photo)
NYU To Honor Dorothy CORE Raps Dousing Of 700
Height On Saturday Students In N C FlareuMiss Dorothy I. Height, presi-
dent of the National Council of
Negro Women and director of
the YWCA's Office of Racial
Integration, has been chosen to
receive the 1968 Ernest 0. Mel-
by Award of the Alumni Asso-
ciation of New York Univer-
sity's School of Education.
The Melby Award, established
in 1958, is given for "distin-
guished service in the field of
human relations," and is named
for the dean emeritus of the
School of Education who retired
in 1956.
Dr. Melby will be on hand to
present the award at the annual
Spring Conference of School of
Education alumni on Saturday,
March 19, at the Loeb Student
Center, Washington Square.
 Miss Height, an NYC graduate,
•is a board member of many
community relations organiza-
tions and is currently serving on
the President's Committee on
Employment of the Handicap-
ped.
She is the recipient of the 1985
John F. Kennedy Award of the
National Council of Jewish Wom-
en.
Miss Height has been a mem-
ber of the national board staff
of the Young Women's Christian
Association of the USA since
1944 and has been active in in-
ternational aspects
work.
WIG WAREHOUSE — Mrs.
Frances Miller, manager of
Mon Claire, Inc., a new wig
warehouse located at 14 N.
Main street, cordially invites
all her many friends to come
and see the large selection of
wigs offered. Mon Claire is fea•
turing a warehouse sale of 100
per cent human wigs at whole-
sale prices.
•
In 1952, she served as visit-
ing professor at the Delhi
School of Social Work in New
Delhi, India.
She is presently a member of
the boards of the National Com-
mittee on Discrimination in
Housing, the American National
Red Cross, CARE, the New York
State Board of Social Welfare
and the Council for United Civil
Rights Leadership.
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NEW YORK — The Congress
of Racial Equality (CORE) de-
nounced the dousing from fire
trucks of 700 Negro high school
,students who left their classes
at Union High School in Per-
quinrine County, N. C. to par-
ticipate in a demonstration
against racial discrimination in
that county.
Mayor Vivian Darden of
Hertford, N. C. is repotted to
have ordered the wetting in an
effort to restrain the students.
A full scale boycott resulted
and freedom schools were es-
tablished to provide classes for
the students. The campaign to
end discrimination in Perqui-
mine County was intensified on
Friday, March 2, 1966 when a
white man was accused of the
rape of a 13 year old mentally
retarded Negro child.
mass meeting was held at St. Darden. The Negro community
Paul's A.M.E. Church. The 250 vows to continue to have mass
persons who attended this mee(meetings, marches, and boy-
ing marched in the direction of,cotts until total equality in all
the courthouse, in order to dem—public, asepcts of life in Per-
onstrate against the racial in. quimine County has been
equities of Perquimine County. achieved.
A block from the church they
encountered police and firemen
who used high pressure hoses
and turned streams of water on
the marchers. In all 35 persons
were arrested and the others
retreated to the church.
The next day the studepts
left their classes to protest
these arrests and to demon-
strate the unity of the Negro
community which consists of
40% of the population of the
county which has a total popu-
lation slightly less than 10,000.
Sarah Small, CORE worker
in the area, with Rev. I.eGard
CORE, NAACP and SCLC of the SCLC and S. L. Andrews
combined forces and started of the NAACP report that ten.
action against Elliot Restaurant sion is high because of the ex-
where service has been refused tremely recalcitrant attitude of
to Negroes. Four of the picket- Mayor Darden.
ers were arrested on the charge
of "picketing without permis-
sion."
A 14-point program with
broad outlines to combat the so-
cial ills of Perquimine County
Subseqi,iently. on March 8. a has been submitted to Mayor
Senate Approves 1.1!ah
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The
Senate approved a concurrent
resolution supporting the selec-
tion of Utah as the site of the
1972 Winter Olympics.
The resolution — still to be
passed by the House—endorsed
the selection made by the U.S.
Olympic Committee which will
press for its approvel at a meet-
ing of the International Olympic
Committee meeting in April.
Jackson's East High
Lists Honor Students
JACKSON — The honor stu-
dents among the graduating
seniors at East High school in
Jackson, Terui., have been an-
nounced by Principal S. W.
Beasley.
Miss Eddie Mae Mays, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Lee
Mays of Route 1, Meadon, will
be valedictorian. She iras an
average of 93.79. •
With,a 93 average, Miss Annie
Katheryn Jones, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Prince Edward
Jones of Route 5, will be salu-
tatorian.
Ronald C. Atwater, son of Mr.
and Mrs. James C! Atwater,
NA as named essayist with an
average of 9`.1.88.
Placing fourth in the class
was Janie Norton, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Norton, Her
average is 90.70.
Miss Mays, who plans to en-
ter Lane college for a major in
, English, has held various offices
with the French, Camera, Ex-
ploring Science and Library
'clubs, and is now affiliated Soc-
ial Studies and Courtesy clubs
,and the ere clubs.
She is a member of the Medon
CME church, where she sings
tin the choir and is secretary of
the Sunday school.
THE NEGRO AND 'SOCIETY'
Just What Race
Is Sammy Davis?
By CAROL SCIIMIDT
MICHIGAN — A recent col-
umn by a Norma Gleason in the
Lapeer Michigan County Press
was headlined "Sometimes Ne-
groes Lose Sight of the Goal."
Miss Gleason anxiously starts
the article. "I'm for integration.
I'm for equal rights for Ne-
groes. Negroes are exactly like
whites—there are good ones
and bad ones and the majority
are in between.
"But in their search for equal-
ity they sometimes want too
much. They lose sight of the
goal and see beyond it." The
column goes on to criticize Mai
Britt who, when asked what
race her baby was, answered,
"flippantly" Miss Gleason feels,
"The human race."
Now just what was Mai Britt
supposed to answer — "He's
a mulatto?" What sort of mo-
tives inspire a question like
that, anyway? Ani what is
"race" anyway?
type of a dirty, uneducated,
tosser-class person with black
skin, how can the child of mil-
lionaire Sammy Davis Jr. and
Mai Britt be said to fit the
label?
If not exactly any of these,
then what is "race"?
The key message in Miss
Gleason's complaint, "But in
their search for equality they
sometimes want too much. They
lose sight of the goal and see
beyond it," is that this goal has
By many legal, standards in
Lite South used for jim crow
'Airposes, a baby is the race
of its mother. The reasoning
behind such a decision is that
no white woman would have a
baby by a Negro man, although
Irace crossing the other way is
expected. By other legal stan-
dards in the South, if a child is
I even one-sixtelenth Negro, he
is a Negro. There are a lot of
Negroes around who don't know
it.
If a certain set of physical
characteristics is supposed to
determine race, what about Ne-i
groes who are lighter, with!
straighter hair, than some
whites?
If acceptance of a certain ra-
cial heritage is the criterion,
what about Negroes who have
"passed" and whites who per-
haps have married Negroes and
now live totally in the Negro
community? And what about
the Negro who hates his Ne-
gro•ness and rejects it?
If your race is what society
calls you, what about white civil
rights workers who are called
"niggers" too and ostracized by
much of white society, accepted
by most of Negro society?
If "Negro" is an emotion-lad-
en bigots' term for the stereo-
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been paternalistically set by
Miss Gleason and others like
her. When Negroes want more
than this goal, seeing beyond
what whites are willing to
"grant," they "want too much."
Miss Jones is treasurer of
the senior class and chief ad-
visor of the Social Studies club.
She is also a member of the
glee club, Future Homen,akers
of America, Exploring Science,
Camera and Library clubs.
Miss Jones is a member of
Hurt's Chapel CME church
where she is assi3tant secretary
of the Christian Youth Fellow-
ship. She plans to major in
biology at Lane college.
Mr. Atwater plans to attend
the Martin branch of the Uni-
versity of Tennessee and major
In biology.
His clubs include the Explor-
ing Science, Courtesy, and Social
Studies clubs. He sings in the
glee club and is a member of
Hurt's Chapel CME church.
Miss Norton is secretary of
the senior class, treasurer of
the Social Studies club and ser-
geant-at-arms of the Future
Homemakers of America.
She is also a member of the
Courtesy club, the drill team
and a member of Pleasant Bap-
tist church.
Miss Norton plans to attend
Tennessee Mel State university
in Nashville for a major in busi-
ness education.
Other top students receiving
recognition are Larry Price,
Frances Hall, Isaiah Holland,
Alice Bond, Dreese Bobo and
Ruth Hunt.
A problem many have noted
before is that a doctor writes a
medical column, a banker writes
a financial column, but anyone
with a typewriter becomes an
expert on race. A recent Jim
Bishop column revealed the fal-
lacies and fears still being pass-
ed around and around because
some columnist irresponsibly
gave them the authority of the
printed word.
As can be seen by scanning
ithe stacks of suburban papers
that come into the Defender
office weekly, just about every
suburban writer who ever read
a book on civil rights is writing
about it. Unfortunately, they
are taken as experts.
L.P.N.'s To Meet
The IrPN Alumni will close
its membership drive Thurs-
day, March 17, at 7:30 pm. at
Flora's Wedding Chapel, 733
Vance avenue.
Mrs. I. Coleman is the presi-
dent.
3 Bandits Steal
$600,000 At
Laos Airport
WASHINGTON — (NP!) 
— A
new "bite the hand that feeds
you" wrinkle was written into
robbery annals recently when a
nattily
-dressed man, said to be
in his 50's entered the Hot
Shoppes Restaurant and or-
dered breakfast of pancakes
and coffee.
When he finished, he picked
up his check and, joined by two
others, whipped out a revolver
and relieved ,404 th. e assistant man-
ager of 
$
The trio made good their es-
cape, but police immediately -
launched a dragnet, armed with
descriptions of two of them—
the diner, and his young, blue
topcoated companion. There
was no description for the third
man.
 •
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The World Champion Boston High this afternoon is five.
Celtics and the St Louis Hawks ThAt's the number of games be-
of the National Basketball As-
sociation initiated one of The
busiest local sports weeks in basketball championship which
quite a spell. The_ variety of will be decided next Saturday 
The 25-year-old Californian
explained that if Los Angeles
sporting events included be- night pitchers Don Drysdale and San-
sides the crucial NBA clash, 
'
wrestling, roller derby action Row good is Pearl? How does 
dy Koufax are demanding more
for two nights at the Mid-South the team compare with the great, than 
$100,000 he should be
i
Coliseum, Central League ice clubs to come out of the Nash-
worth at least half that much.
hockey and the five nights of the ville prep ranks?
_ 
The club and Maloney
Region Nine action that drew
over 15,000 fans. 
That question was put to Ed- reached a stalemate in tele-
gar Allen, Banner staffer, who phone negotiations over the
Battle weary Boston with col. covered the Nashville high 
eeekend when the Reds told
orful Arnold "Red" Auerbach schools for 23 years. 
him to take their "final offer"
or forget about playing this
and his Celtics showing signs of probably are the best season. He turned it down.fatigue and just having been •high school team ever assem-
knocked from their customary While the 4 Reds have beenbled here. They combine tre- ,
first place perch in the Eastern out without him atniendous size (6-6, 6-5, 6-5. working,
Division, flew into town trail- They Tampa, Fla., Maloney li as6-2) with great ability.
Maloney Turns
Down Reds' Offer
mg Wilt Chamberlain's 76' ers cam do more things better than
by one-half game. The Celtics any club I can recall," says Al-
showed the form early in the len.
game with St. Louis which has
made them the terrors of the "if there was a better team
NBA for the past eight years. it may have been Pearl's na-
Defensive genius Bill Russell tional champions of Ronnie Law-
gave fans all the thrills they son's day. I don't think there
came for as the 6-9 many times is any doubt but that Pearl is
MVP winner dared the Hawks the most overpowering high
4-de,
front.
trolled the basket area, round here, but I'd like to see
them against Stratford and next
The Celtics tired in the final week against Alcoa or Tread-
quarter as the great shooting well before making final jut:1g-
a Zelmo Beaty almost pulled men"
it out for St. Louis. Beaty led
CINCINNATI, Ohio (UPI) —
Phil Seghi, Reds assistant gen-
eral manager, said that pitcher
Jim Maloney, who won 20
games and hurled two 10-inning
no-hitters last year, seeks the
highest salary ever paid a Cin-
cinnati pitcher.
Maloney, who got $32,000 last
season, is holding out for about
$50,000.
been training at Fresno, Calif.,
where he lives and operates a
used car lot with his father.
When the club called to
make me a final offer which I
rejected, I discontinued my
workouts here," Maloney said.
''Now I'm just going through a
regular routine like any other
businessman."
Last year was the second 20-
win season for the 6-foot-2, 207-
pound righthander, as he was
23-7 in the 1963 campaign when'
he fanned 265 batters for a new
Reds record to break the 1901'
record. One night in 1962, he
struckout eight in a row, to tie
the major league record, and
fanned a total of 16 to tie the
Red's alltime mark.
Maloney tallied a 20-9 record
last season when he also
pitched in the All-Star Game
for the National Leaguers. He
tied a National League record
for the most strikeouts in an
extra inning game, 18 on June
14 against New York. He also
tied major league records for
pitching the to no-hit
g a m e, 10 innings Aug. 19
against the Cubs, and for pitch-
ing 10 hitless innings in the
June 14 game.
TAILS YOU WIN
Deer hunters can often tell
when they hit by deer's tail as
it bounds away. Tail up, you
lose You probably misled him.
Tail down, you win. It prob-
ably a hit
to shoot lay-ups while he pa- school team I've ever seen a- 
. .
A
ir Force Reassigns
all point producers with 39, a One thing is certain, the Ti- Two Young Of cers
career high for the Prairie gers of Cornelius Ridley have
View graduate. John Havlicek given all the Nashville fans who Two Memphians who recently
and Sam Jones got 30 and 26 have seen them play in the first
respectively for Boston. The Cel- two night, at Vanderbuilt their ,completed Officer Tr ainin g ,
School at Lackland Air Force
Base, Tex., have received 'the 1
gold bars of second lieutenants
tics were awfully lucky to get money's worth. Against Glen.
away with the 106-104 victory, cliff and Overton, they corn-
Usually reliable Havlicek and pletely dominated- the games.
K. C Jones sent Auerbach Pearl's ability to block shots is and assigned to other bases.through many an anxious mo- even more demoralizing than
ment when they missed a pair its punishing offensive attack. The officers are Larry D.
of free throws each with nine
seconds remaining. A crowd of
9,160 paid record receipts to see
the pro cage battle.
CAN PEARL WIN IT?
The column gave some space
a few weeks ago to a Nashville
Pearl team that was predicted
to end up rated No 1 in the
state. This has been accomplish-
ed. Now the talented Tigers are
27-0 after edging Strafford 53-
49 in the Region V finals. Straf-
ford won the Nashville city
crown. Because of tremendous
interest in this week's state
tournament we thought our
readers might like to know what
a Nashville Banner columnist
had to say about Pearl's shan-
ces this week at Vanderbnt.
The magic number at Pearl'
Blanchard, 22, son of Mr. andThe Tigers are working on an,
amazing 38 - game winningMrs. Lee M. Blanchard of 2190
streak They are 26-0 this sea- Eldridge and Odd T. King, 22,
son. Clarksville Burt was theson of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
last club to beat Pearl, turning 0 g of 2129 Eldridge.
the trick 89-87 on Jan 15, 1965.
Most observers close to the Lt. Blanchard has been assign-
game find it hard to see Pearl ed ,to Chanute AFB, Ill., for
gettting beat in the State tour- while U. King has been sent to
nament. As one put it, "The
only way they'll lose if some-
body can get with them on the
boards and shoot about 75 per
cent It might even take 100."
TIGERS, OAK RIDGE,
ALCOA, TREADWELL
Pearl will be in the upper
bracket with Alcoa. Treadwell
goes into the lower bracket with
Oak Ridge to complete the posi-i
tions of the top four candidates.'
Projecting it a bit farther the
t.4‘ wei
wr11)/
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training as a weather officer,
Mather AFB, Calif., for navi-
quickest possible Pearl
-Alcoa
meeting, would be in Friday's
semifinals. Pearl has beaten its
first game opponent Jackson
Merry. 87-56 and 76-29 this year.
There is also no chance of
Treadwell and Oak Ridge meet-
ing before the semis, if they
all get that far.
The only coach in Tennessee
who has played and one (Oak
Ridge) of the other three picks,
is Ryan's Bill Derrick. He looks
Willye White
In Paris For
Sports Award
at a possible match this way:
"It certainly will be one hellu-
va game if they end up play-i
ing, and I wouldn't attempt to'
pick a winner Pearl probably
has the edge on the boards.
They are big and strong and
like to run. Oak Ridge has bet-
ter shooters. They are also big
and play better defense, both
the zone and the man-to-man.
Both teams press. Oak Ridge
will probably slow down Pearl's
running game by using the
press. If they play each other,
be one person who'll cer-
tainly be there to see it."
Ryan lost to Pearl 53-41 and to
Oak Ridge, 88-52.
gator training.
Both officers are graduates
of Memphis State university.
Lt. Blanchard graduated from
Manassas High school and at-
tended Ohio State university.
Lt. King is a graduate of
Douglass High school.
NEW YORK (UPI) — Willye
White, the National AAU long
jump champion and American
recordholder, will receive the
Baron De Coubertin Fair Play
trophy in Paris Thursday,
Rene Maheu, the director
general of UNESCO, will make
the presentation.
Miss White was selected for
her sportsmanship displayed
last year in the Finals of theF
U. S. indoor championships.}
Miss White insisted that Mrs.
Mary Rand, Olympic long jump
champion, be advanced to the
finals and not be disqualified
because she had been confused
by "extra" markings on the run-
way.
In the subsequent finals, Mrs.
Rand was the winner and Mies
White did not place.
LT. L. BLANCHARD
LT. 0. T. KING
WOOLWORTH'S
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Orford with one eyelet tie.
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Adding to first class citizenship is Mrs. Ann Smith Richmond and Mr. Dedrick Brittenum, broker-dealer.
Mrs. Ann Smith Richmond,
prominent Memphis business
woman, has become one of the
most substantial investors
through Brittenum Associates
Incorporated, 220 South Welling-
ton Street, Promoters of Invest-
ment Securities a n d Mutual
Funds. Brittenum Associates is
the first of its kind in this
area operated by Negroes.
Mrs. Richmond has long beeniyoung daughters, Monica 11
acaely interested in business years old and Yvonne 8,
and finance. A former beauti-
cian she made a success in her
Vocation. She is a native of Ox-
ford, Miss., from which she left
with her parents at the age of
13. She lived in New York City
for a number of years. She is
married and the mother of two
She came to Memphis in 1961,
she had formerly lived at 1868
Glenview, but at present resides
at 998 Esplanada. Mrs. Rich-
mond has a number of other
vocations, which she mastered
other than cosmetology. At pre-
sent she is studing to become
a PBX receptionist at a local
Institution.
Her interest in investments,
particularly . mutual funds,
grows out of her long expertr
ence in business and her cota-
viction that the best hope foe
first class Negro citizenship is
to invest in America, and own
a part of the nation's affluence.
MORNETS RANK THIRD — The Owen College Hornets
placed third in the Southern Intercollegiate Conference
Basketball Tournament held March 4 and $ at Coahoma
Junior college at Clarksdale, Miss. In the first game the
Hornets defeated Harris Junior college of Meridian, Miss.,
Ill to 83; lost the second game to Coahoma 101 to 93, and
won the third game with Prentiss Junior \College at
Prentiss, Miss., 99 to 94. The members of the team, kneeling
from left, are Harry Barnes, Alvin Torrence, Murrell
NO SNAG
If you're fishing bait on bot-
tom in an area where snags
are plentiful, try this trick to
keep from losing rigs. Cut the
top out of a tin can. Puncture
two small holes in top and
thread line through them. Tie
pinker and hook under top. Now
when you retrieve, reel quickly.
Top lifts sinker and hook, keeps
it away from the bottom.
Plunkett, Albert Butcher, Charles Adams and Ronald Tay-
lor. Standing, from left, are Charles Ford, trainer; Coach
Roiiert Grider, Walter Robinson, Ernest Gaines, Joseph
Flagg, Charles Turner and Rev. Reuben Green, college
chaplain and assistant coach. Team members not shown are
Robert Martin, Leroy Watson, Virgil Watkins, Marvin
Gathers, Raymond Lane and George Bolden. Watson and
Watkins made All-Tournament at Coahoma. In regular play
the Hornets were 13-8 for the season and 7-5 in SIC games.
Russians Suddenly Quit Track Tour
Dan Ferris Says — "They'll Be Back"
NEW YORK (UP1) — Dan
Ferris of the National AAU said
Monday he expected "the Bus.'
sians to come back next sum-
mer" for their annual track and
field meet with the United
States despite the unexplained
•
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pull out of the Soviet team froml
the AAU indoor championshipi
this weekend.
The Soviet team which com-
peted in a series of American
Indoor shows and was entered
In the title meet at Albuquerque,
N. M., suddenly was recalled
last Saturday.
"They didn't know why and
certainly we don't know," said
Ferris. "But they said they'd
be back for the dual meet at
Los Angeless next summer."
President Clifford Buck of the
'AMT. now in Los Angeles. said
he would press for an explana-
don of the recall from sports
leaders in Moscow. He also ex-
pected to file a report with the
International Amateur Athletic
Federation.
In another development, a
special AAU committee headed
by Ray Lumpp of New York re-
ported the AAU's indoor champ-
ionships would return to New
York for three years starting
in 1967 on Feb. 15 at Madison
Square Garden.
College coaches at a meeting
of New York track writers, in
an Informal poll, picked Mary-
land to win the IC4A title at the
Garden Saturday night. Mary-
land, the new Atlantic Coast
Conference champion, already
holds the IC4A outdoor title.
Nary, Vilanova and Harvard
rated just behind Maryland in
the poll.
Wills Turns Down $75,000
Dodgers' Final Pact Offer
LOS ANGELES (UPI) —
Shortstop Maury Wills said he
will not sign with the Los An-
geles Dodgers for their "final
offer" of $75,000 and may sit
out the entire season.
At the Dodger training camp
In Vero Beach, Fla., general
manager E. J. (Butzle) Bavasl
said. "I just had a long talk
with Maury. We offered $75.000
which represents a raise of
$35,000 from last sessile'. Wills
refused the offer and it looks
as though we will have to play
without Wills this season."
At his home here, Wills said:
"We'll just have to wait and
see but it looks pretty obviate 1
I won't be playing for the
gers this year.
He gave a flat "no" answer
when he was asked If he would
sign for $75,000.
He would not, however, say ;
exactly how much he wants.), i
4e '"/
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CUB SCOUTS — Pictured is Cub scout Pack 114 of St.
John Baptist Church as it participated and won a Blue Rib-
bon in the 50th anniversary of the Chickasaw Council exhi-
bition held at the fairgrounds recently. Lett to right are
Mi. Charles Gregory, an executive of the amen; Timo-
thy Wiggins den chief; Mrs. Gladys Arnis, den mother;
Mi. W. H. Parish, den master; and Bessie Jamison, as-
sistant den chief.
TSU And Universal Life Co-Sponsor
Adults and young farmers of
Tennessee have received the
last two Duroc-Jersey purebred
gilts (pigs) in a state-wide pro-
ject whieh put thousands of
purebred pigs on Tennessee
farms.
The project was sponsored
jointly by the Universal Life
Insurance Co., with headquar-
ters in Memphis, and Riverview
Acres Ranch, owned and oper-
ated by President W. S. Davis
of Tenn. State University.
Through it, purebred pigs are
on farms that never raised such
before; there is more money
for the farm budget, and better
Flowers Bids
For Alabama
Negro Voters
TUSCALOOSA, Ala. (UPI) —
Atty. Gen. Richmond Flowers
pledged to desegregate the Ala-
bama highway patrol if he is
elected governor.
Flowers, one of 11 Democratic
gubernatorial hopefuls now cam-
paigning for the May 3 primary,
spoke to some 50 students at
the University of Alabama.
The Attorney General pulled
no punches. lie said he wanted
and needed tho Negro vote.
"I do not believe that a Negro
is inferior," Flowers said. "I
would like to have every Negro
vote for me."
He said he had abandoned
segregation because "I am a
man of the law and like it or
not, I am going to follow the
law.''
meat on many dining tables.
Two young far-iers of Da id
son County, Tenn., received the
last two gilts last week, closing
out the pig project which had
been in operation for nearly
ten years. The farmers are
William McKissack of Nashville
and Charles Robertson of Her-
mitage, both Haynes High
School students.
Six other gilts previously de-
livered to adult farmers went to
Ernest Brazzel of Shelby Coun-
ty and to G. L. Gilmore and the
late A. M. Dobbins of Madison
County.
Jewish Unit
Marks Its 60th
Anniversary
The American Jewish Corm
inittee marks its 60th anniver-
sary this year as a pioneer hu-
man relations agency in this
country, with a long record of
accomplishment of protecting
not only the civil and religious
rights of Jews but of advancing
the cause of improved human
relations for people.
Through the years the com-
mittee has opposed the princi-
ple of restrictive racial cove-
nants in housing. It also played
a significant role in the historic
1954 school desegregation deci-
sion.
The committee, through its
chapters in southern cities, has
brought together Negro and
white leadership in efforts to
desegregate peacefully. Atlanta
is just one of the cities in which
the committee has played a
major role in this process.
Flowers said in addition to Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr ,
the highway patrol he also would addressing a recent committee
open the state job rolls to Ne- meeting, expressed the senti
groes in Alabama if elected. ments of the Negro community
in this way: "These deeds dem-
onstrate for all Americans that
Woodstock
Rix Is Named
Month's Best
•
S
the struggle for equal rights is
not the Negro's alone, but is
part of the fulfillment of this
country's highe st and most
cherished ideals."
James Edward Rix, 2615 ,
Rust Road, was selected recent-
ly as the Basketball Sportsman
of the Month from all entries!
submitted by coaches of Mem-
phis and Shelby County high
schools.
The judging team, composed ,
of Memphis State Coach Dean
Ehlers and sports announcer
Jack Eaton, made the selection
on the basis of demonstrated
sportsmanship, cooperation and,
team spirit, and while the nomi-
'flees are all basketball players,
it is not necessary for them to
be outstanding athletes.
Rix is a junior at Woodstock
and is playing his second year
on the varsity team. Basket-
ball Coach Sam Montgomery
says that when Rix comes off
the bench, it does something for
the team . . and shakes up the
opposition. He gives that second
effort and then some. Coach
Montgomery reports that James
has that "never give up" atti-
tude.
Ininaticl Harvester
Memphis Works
— NEEDS —
MECH. VVGINEERS
EXPERI WELDERS
FACTORY WORKERS
Apply in person at Em-
ployment Office 8:00 to
4:30 Monday thru Fri-
day.
3003 Harvester Lane
An Equal Opportunity
Employer
Pig Project
"The closing out of the Duroc-
Jersey gilt project initiates the
county purebred beef improve-
ment project," Dr. Davis points
out. The beef project is desinii-
ed to encourage farmers IR in-
troduce the beef industry into
their farm programs as a
means on increasing net in-
come.
Dr. Davis' 500-acre River-
iew Ranch, overlooking the
beautiful TVA lake, is populat-
ed with a large polled-HerefordI
herd of cattle that carries fivel
of the best blood lines in the
polled-Hereford breed. The
president earned his doctoral
degree in agriculture at Cor-
nell.
Why drink a 4 year
old Bourbon when you can
drink a 6 year old?
Why drink
a 6 year old when
you can drink an 8 year old?
WHY NOT
DRINK
8 YEAR OLD
KENTUCKY
TAVERN?
IT'S AN OLD
SMOOTHIE
ERFF
FOR SUMMER AVE.
Invites Doctors, Lawyers, Teachers, Government
Employees, Factory Workers, Cooks, Truck Drivers,
Farmers, Domestic Workers
Everyone Can Afford The
Beautiful
1966 FORD
MUSTANG
$67 Down
CHARGE YOUR
DOWN PAVIIINT
$67 Month
orne in today. and Test Drive the "Quiet" "Ones"Re8.-n4•ter For
30 FREE
Expense Paid Vacations-For Two
To Hawaii For 7 Days
2450 SUMMER AVE. 458-1151
MEMPHIS' LARGEST FOOD STORES
EAST 5014 POPLAR (At Mendenhall)
MIDTOWN 1620 MADISON
This Selection of Fine Foods Is Strictly To Help
Make Things Easy For Mothers Who Have
Children In School — Shop Montesi Today
Humko
SHOL9IfNING
Coronet
LIMIT 2
CREAM PIES
FRED MONTESI
DONUTS
1 I.B. CAN
LIMIT 3
BETTY CROCKER
WHITE, YELLOW OR DEVIL'S FOOD
18 Oz.
3 FOR
LIMIT 3
WE HONOR
GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS
Pride of Illinois
11 OZ.
4 LIMIT2 FOR 254
FRED MONTESI
FOLGERS, MAXWELL HOUSE 23s
HASE & SANBORN imaa or 50C off on 10 oz. or larger
ARYLAND CLUB ilrt
or FRED MONTESI
16 oz.
Jar
Libby's
BEETS
SLICED PICKLE
With coupon and $5.00 additional purchase, •scluding
value of coupon merchandise (fresh milk products and
tobacco also •xcluded in compliance with stew, few).
One coupon pee customer. Coupes expires Tvesday.
:Midnight March 22.
Chef-Boy-Ar-Dee
SPAGHETTI
WITH CHEESE 40 Oz.
2
4 v.
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SCHOLARLY MEETING — The kickoff of the 1966 Old CharterScholarship Awards Program got off to an auspicious start in Los
Angeles recently when educators and community leaders gatheredto discuss the program and preions scholarship activities spon.
Bored by The Old Charter Distillery Co. Among those present
were Father Joseph A. Francis of Verbum Del High School; Dr.Jack Gourman, San Fernando State College and member of theOld Charter Scholarship Awards Program executive board; Dean
H. W. Magoon, of UCLA Graduate School and co-chairman of the
executive board; James Wheatly, 1956 winner of an Old CharterScholarship; and Charles "Chuck" Williams, vice president ofSchenley Distillers Co.
HOEHN HAS GOT IT!
$25 1?EW ARD
$21 REWARD If WE CAN'TFIND CHEVY PART YOU NEED!
SET
80/H.ro
367 Union
527-4471
2989 Summer
323-5594
UNCF QUEENS MEET DR. GLOSTER—
Two winners of 'Miss UNCF' contests at
LeMoyne, Miss Patricia Tewnsel, left, and
Miss Gloria Copeland, right, were grant-
ed a few minutes with Dr. Hugh Gloster
during his recent visit to the campus. Dr.
College
Salaries
11% In
Faculty
Up
2 Years
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
Faculty salaries at U.S. col-
leges and universities have gone
up 11.2 per cent over the past
two years, according to the
National Education Association.
Gloster, a
Moyne, is
ton Institute.
teacher, was
junior
now
graduate of Le-
of faculty at Hamp.
Miss Townsel, a city school
LeMoyne's 'Miss UNCF' in
college
dean
1965. Miss Copeland, a senior, is the enr•
rent 'Miss UNCF' at the college.
Trenton News
The American Legion Auxili-
ary No. 200 of Trenton was
host to the Aire Moore Post 200
on Tuesday night at 8 p.m. in
the post home at 203 E. Central.
The meeting was called to or-
der by Mrs. Aire Moore, open-
ed by Mrs. Conlin, a welcome
given by Mrs. Lillie Holder, and
a response by T. L. Buchanan.
Guest speaker was Mrs.
Charles W. Gilbert, past presi-
dent of the Jones Mathis Ameri-
can Legion Auxiliary of Milan,
Tenn. The speaker was present-
ed by Mrs. Jonnie Jamison,
president of the host auxiliary.
Veterans giving remarks
were Jonnie Webb, World War
I: R. L. Radford, World War
H, Nathaniel Penn, Korean con-
flict and James Williams, post
commander.
On the Refreshment Commit-
tee were Mrs. James Holder,
Mrs. Herbert Brown and Mrs.
Jake Tyree.
The Brownsville Dyersburg
district held a report meeting
last Monday night at the Mar-
tin Tabernacle CME church in
Trenton. Rev. B. Julian Smith
was presiding bishop; Rev. R.
E. Honeysuckle, presiding elder,
and Rev. L. Johnson, host pas-
"HOW WOULD You Poison Prevention
LIKE TO LOOK
10 YEARS YOUNGER Week Is March 20-26
VANCE AVENUE BEAUTY
SALON introduces, to you, FOR-
MULA 5, the product which
turns the clotk back f o r
thousands of gray or graying
men and women. It has been
tested by one of the largest in-
In a report by its resenrch dependent American Testing
division, made public during the Laboratories and found to be
weekend, the NEA said the.non-toxic and the directions can
median annual salary for full- be followed with safety and suc-
time faculty members is now cess.$9,081 — an average increase
of $459 over the 1963-1964 med-
ian.
NOTICE
 NEWSBOYS
Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender deliveredto your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
SCH9OL ITEMS
Fill in the order blink today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.
YOUR NAME  
Address 
Phone number
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee
Mother's name 
Number of papers wanted weekly
Please do not confuse For-
mula 5 with tints, rinses, or coal
tar dves. It is a wonderfully
effective, colorless lotion that
does not stain the scalp or
your clothing and colors only
the hair. Every FORMULA 5
user must be delighted with re-
sults or money is refunded in
full. Formula 5 retails for $5.
per bottle and lasts for about
6 weeks.
GRAY HAIR
MAKES YOU LOOK
OLDER THAN YOU ARE
t000vemeR
Get
SLICK BLACKAT YOUR DRUGGIST
FRIGIDAIRE SALE!
OVER 50 MILLION PRODUCTS BUILT and SOLD!
The Largest Frigidaire
Dealer le Hid-Seirlii
Apo I Mac e Spec ialists
ONE DAY FREE
Delivery Service
Serviag Memphis Area
For Over 20 Teen
FREE
1-Year Service
We RENT
Appliaimes
Refrigerator-Freezer 2-Door 14-Ft.
Bottom Freezer Holds 164 Lbs.
Cycla-Matic Defrosting
 
 ty•I
Intler.—Comboo reite, Toone.. YAW* o, •• or•os me'
FINGERTIP ICE SERVICE 80 CUIES CAPACITY
• e..n. 164-15 i;ze
F-iiever bolo .'f I,
skat-ovf huh.* •nti
'beef.
• Flowing Cnte
Ret4howent SO( •
• Alft0.1,101C &Ores-hog
refrigerator section kat
idq shelf. loin
Hwiretors and more.
NO
MONEY
DOWN
NO PAYMENT
TIL JULY
••••• •••41.
Order ey
presilish Dativery
14 Years Servic•
Award From Frigidaire
Trebled Mechanics Service Trucks
Factory 
I 
10 Radio Dispatched
We Service
Whet We Sell
Or
-der by /hose
Immediate Deliver),
Only Frigidaire Gives You
A 5-Year Protection Plan
At No Extra Cost
model OAK
meek, Welt
'Jet Actiee Washer
179
ON JET ACTION WASHER
One•year Warranty—backed byGeneral Motors—for repute of anydefect without charge. plus Imr-
e:ear Protection Plan for furnishing
replacement for any defective partin the complet• transousstom,.
etrie motor, or large c.pac,ty
rater pump!
ON FLOWING HEAT DRYER
One-year Warranty—backed byGeneral Motors—for repent of anydefect etthout charge. plus four-
hew Protection Plan for furrushing
replacement for any defective part
of the carve system, consisting of
drum shalt drum bearme, pUNM/II
and erne motor!
Electric Dryer$138
Frigidaire family 40 in.
range at low price!
• thleagy-sezto men bolo
btg turkey.
• 40-nsek too adds 358
some Mches of recessed
counter ware to kitchen.
• Two storage dreams tar
pots and pant.
• 7s, two te•surtac• unite
RS i0K, 40 ' 41444,4
188
No Money Down — io Payment Till July
Both Stores Open 8 AM to -9 PM Daily
ACEAPPUANCE Co.
2 -FL7CAT10174S1joilaimati
3421 SVAIMAIR
sod
Ph... 22
L. E. Gatti.
R. G. Kiehl*
PLENTY OP see PAtt1814,
WHIT/HAYIN
on to,
Phase 214•08413
"This year, an estimated
500,000 children-will be victims
of accidental poisoning," ac-
cording to LaVeme Farmer,
home management specialist
with the University of Tennes-
see Arigcultural Extension Serv-
ice.
To emphasize the dangers/of
accidental poisoning and to en-
courage preventive measures,
President Johnson has designat-
ed March -20-26 as National
Poison Prevention Week.
"Why not take an active part
in this week," urges Miss Farm-
er, "and 'poison proof' your
home." The following checklist
will help:
1. Keep household pro-
ducts and medicines out of
reach and out of sight of
children, preferably in a
locked cabinet or locked
cabinet or closet. Even if
you must leave the room for
only an instant, remove the
container to a safe spot.
2. Store medicines separ-
ately from other household
products and keep these
items in their original con-
tainers, never in cups or
soft drink bottles.
3. Be sure that all pro-
ducts are properly labeled,
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
WNERF YOLKS UK( YOU
0(7 PR NTIAL
SER, ICE"
Have Something
To Sell
Rent
Or Trade?
Let Miss
Defender
Classified
Do Itl
CALL JA 6-8397
and read the label before
using.
4. Always turn the light
on when giving or taking
medicine.
5. Since children tend to
Imitate adults, avoid taking
medicine in their presence.
6. Refer to medicines by
their proper names. They
are not candies.
7. Clean out the medicine
cabinet periodically. Get
rid of old medicine by flush-
ing them down the drain,
rinsing the container in wa-
ter, and then discarding it.
Cop Aid Helps
Youth Wanted
In Car Theft
tor.
The Eastern Sunrise chapterl
No. 14 of Trenton will bold!
Palm Sunday service at Martini
Tabernacle on Sunday, April 3
at 3 p.m.
Daniel Davis is worthy pa-
tron, Mrs. A. C. Jaycock, wor-
thy matron, Mrs. Viesta Carnes,
secretary, and Mrs. Bessie Gar-
rett, treasurer.
Mrs Lucile Robinson has
been confurd to her home due
to slight illness. ,Mrs. Bessie
Garrett is improving after a
few weeks of confinement to her
home Also confined is Mrs.
Pitts.
Mrs. Anna L. Warren has
been confined to her home for
a few days. Her son and daugh-
ter came from Chicago to be
at her bedside.
Albert Carnes is here from
Chicago visiting Mrs. Lottie
Carnes.
MADERA, Calif. — (NPI) —
Police call it crust, but had to
admit Milton D. Bryant, 19-
year-old Stockton youth, used
clever tactics to obtain help
when his car stalled. about a
mile from a service station.
Bryant sought highway patrol
aid %Olen he bought a gallon of
gas and asked the attendant to
call CHP to take him to the
scene of his trouble.
CLASSIFIED
ADS
For Sale
CHEST OF DRAWERS, $9, • DRES-
teer base, $8. writing desk, $8.50, all
hardwood; deep freeze, $65. ref rigera-
t or. $35. wringer-washer. $15. 5 pc.
dinette set. $30. 1111 In use now.
Call 946-4957
Look For The
Indian Sign
ALL WHO COME HERE WILL BE HAPPY,
LUCKY AND SUCCESSFUL
Holy Mother Williams does not ask you who you
are, she tells you who you are, and for what you
come. She tells you how to be what you want to
be. Are you a person who at times appears to be
affected by bad surrounding? Are you touched by
evil hands? Do you fear disease? Do you give
up in dispoir? Does persistent bad luck follow
you? Spells, unnatural conditions and evil in-
fluences of all kinds can be overcome by getting
advice and aid from a reliable adviser who bears
a reputation for her honesty and integrity. Sh!
can and will help you. If you are worried, come
at once in person. No problem too great for this
Holy Mother. I claim no supernatural powers.
Open daily 8:00 in the morning till 10:00
in the evening including Sunday.
LOCATED Al
5869 SUMMER AVE.
PHONE 386-2458 MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
AMR
• 
ITTHAN'S
LOAN FFICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • (MATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 ik 171 REAL STREET IA 6-5300
IEPSTEIN LOAN OFFICE
162-164.166 BEALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE ,
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL IA 6-1450
c THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
NEWSSTAND DIRECTORY
The Tri-State Defgnder goes on sale' •
Thursday of each week at th• following location
ROSE LYNN SUNDRY
429 S. Orleans
525-9286
ALEXANDER SUNDRY
387 Leath
525-9356
ADALE CASH GROCERY
862 Wellington
527-8150
BUNGALOW SUNDRY
3092 Chelsea
323-3749
BELL'S SUNDRY
943 Lauderdale
526-9940
Frae.eD Delivery ..m Open 7 Days9 m. _ 2
BOSTON SUNDRY
2649 Spotswood
324-9126
COLLEGE ST. SUNDRY
1140 College
9Fare.43°
41
e Delivery 7 Days
6 a.m. 11 p.m.
CENTRAL
PRESCRIPTION SHOP
550 Vance
EWING ESSO
SERVICE STATION
867 Mississippi
525-1366
FORD ROAD DRIVE-IN
3199 Ford Road
398-3984
GEORGE WALKER'S NEWS
1101 Firestone
GOLDEN'S SUNDRY
2533 Pork Ave.
324-9322
JEL DRIVE-IN GROCERY
1560 S. Parkway E.
276-5051
HAWKINS GRILL
1247 E. McLemore
948-9100
JEFFERSON GROCERY
4791 Korn Lake Rd.
JIFFY SUNDRY
2509 Pork Ave.
452-3101
Speedy Delivery
KLONDYKE
FOOD CENTER
1287 Vollentine
276-9509
KLONDYKE SUNDRY
1293 Vollentine
27 2-3 1 1 2
KANSAS ST. SUNDRY
L & H SUNDRY
142 Silveroge
McGOWEN SUNDRY
349 Vance
526-3682
MAGNOLIA SUNDRY
2037 Boyle Ave.
I MODEL LAUNDRY
204 W. Brooks
NEWS MART
Magazines &Newspapers
Ali- Out of Town
Newspapers
10 N. Main
526-9648
ORIOLE DRUG
1014 Mississippi
942-1712
POST OFFICE -
BEALE BRANCH
PANTAZE DRUG
209 Beale
PRESCOTT DRUG
1430 S. Bellevue
942.1582
ROYAL SUNDRY
249'5 Carnes
327-5497
SILVER STAR
DRIVE-IN GROCERY
178 W. Mitchell Rd.
397-9274
SUBURBAN DRUG
752 E. McLemor•
948-4576
.SUAREZ PHARMACY
1046 Thomas
525-8811 525-9727
Prescriptions.& Drugs
STROZI ER DRUG
2192 Chelseq
276-2588
SMITH SUNDRY
1447 Flordia.
948-7453 •
TRIGG AYLIUNDRI
455 E. Trig.
942-1747
TRIPLE A *SUNDRY
303 Vonc• •
TWO SISTER'S FOOD SHOP
2401 Eldridge
458-9878
VIC'S SUNDRIES,
3013 Johnson Ave.
323-5630
WELLINGTON SUNDRY
WADLINCqN
251 E. Mcliremore
948-0374
WARES SUPERMARKET
226 W. Brooks Rd.
948-7943
WORLD NEWS CO
Newspapers & Magazines
Newspapers from All Town
115 Monroe Ave.
526.9920
